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Greetings Beloveds, 

This oracle deck provides practical wisdom from my own personal experiences 

of being on the Twin Flame journey. I am a fine artist by trade with a deep love 

for writing and healing the planet through the rise of the sacred feminine and 

Divine Union. I have been inspired by many other like-minded souls on the Twin 

Flame journey. I pass on this wisdom in my own unique way through paintings 

and writing. I have featured 38 of my silk paintings on these cards. I share 

about the Twin Flame journey from the standpoint of wisdom. Wisdom lives in a 

stream of consciousness that anyone can tap into if they are consciously clear 

enough to pick up the signals. 

 

This oracle deck is best suited for those who have met their Twin Flame in the 

physical, and they are not yet in a physical relationship with their Twin Flame. It 

is for Twin Flames who are experiencing little or no contact with their Twin 

Flame, due to the fact that they have not reached the union phase of their jour-

ney as of yet. It is also geared for Twins who are in separation due to conflict. 

 

Twin Flame relationships encompass different  sexual preferences. This oracle 

deck was written based on my own personal experiences of being a heterosex-

ual Twin Flame. The oracle deck may not resonate with people who are homo-

sexual or transsexual Twin Flames, only because my words of wisdom are 

geared for Twin Flames that are similar to myself. I cannot speak about relation-

ship dynamics that I have no experience in. I love the diversity of humans and I 

am not judgmental or feeling entitled in my sexual preference. I am what I am, 

and I never offer advice on things I know nothing about. Also, if you are hetero-

sexual, you may be holding the masculine energy in the female form, or you 

may be holding the feminine energy in a male body. Confusing? I hope not. My 

intention is to inspire and offer wisdom through my experiences. 

 

My Twin Flame is a musician and I feel so blessed while enjoying his music. His 

music moves people's emotions in a way that creates healing and spiritual 

growth. 
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I have found that music is the most powerful tool for not only transmuting nega-

tive emotions, but also for feeling our emotions deeply. Emotions are the spice 

of life and what off-world Galactic Beings find fascinating about humans, as we 

exude such passion and depth. In creating this oracle deck I wanted to share 

the music and songs that have been a part of my Twin Flame journey. I feel 

that emotional processing is far more important on this journey than matters of 

the mind. While some oracle decks and oracle card readers focus on giving you 

food for your mind regarding union with your Beloved, my creation here will give 

you food for your soul. This is to activate you to open up to your own soul 

growth. May you embrace emotional healing for your Twin Flame union to 

manifest fully and on all levels. 

 

When a person is not properly prepared, when they first meet their Twin Flame, 

he/she is faced with many choices. These choices push one to grow spiritually 

and prepare for ascension by their Twin Flame acting as a source of inspiration, 

like a muse. As a Twin Flame I learned early on in the journey about the need 

to prepare fully for an illuminated Twin Flame union that would be sustainable. 

This requires shadow work, inner child healing, past and present life trauma 

healing, physical body healing, emotional body healing and spiritual body heal-

ing. These preparations will continue on for as many years as needed. Twin 

Flame breakups usually occur when the two people are not truly prepared. The 

Runner/Chaser scenario is sometimes a cop-out, blame game that unprepared 

Twins often focus upon, but it diverts them off the path. The biggest rewards in 

life manifest with dedication and effort, and it is no different with the Twin Flame 

connection. The Twin Flame connection is said to NOT be a fairy-tale romance, 

as in 'man on a white horse saving the maiden', because that old paradigm is 

out-dated and highly dysfunctional. First of all, no one can 'save' another and 

you are not a maiden, you are a Goddess in training! I hope you will treasure 

this oracle deck. It was created with much passion and inspiration. Many Bless-

ings of Divine Union.  

                                                                                                                                                                         ~ Sheranda Ann Kumara 
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Thank you for purchasing the Twin Flame Wisdom Oracle. As a visionary silk 

painter, I have expressed my soul's longings through images of the sacred 

feminine shown with the sacred masculine. My own personal path of  sacred 

union of masculine and feminine within has been a lifelong process. With 

these words and images I strive to ignite a flame in your heart to fully commit 

to the Twin Flame Journey. If you are a true Twin Flame, you probably know 

by now that this is not the typical boy meets girl love story between you and 

your Beloved. Twin Flames have a built-in longing to fully embody their soul 

essence. Human longings can sometimes cloud and frustrate the situation. 

The majority of Twin Flames that have already met in the physical have not 

come together in the physical to have a long term relationship. Their one soul 

( i n two bodies )  is preparing on many levels for a reunion that is based on 

planetary service. True Twin Flames have a burning desire to serve humanity 

in some way through the healing arts, humanitarian endeavors or some other 

form of creativity that brings their unique gifts to the world. You probably 

bought this oracle deck to clear up some of the confusing aspects of being a 

Twin Flame. If you are separated from your Twin Flame, or have not seen or 

heard from them in months or years and you still feel this intensity for them, 

then you most likely are a Twin Flame. You are definitely not crazy and you 

may feel that all of your friends do not understand you. Just breathe deep; it 

will be OK !! 
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About The Artist  
Sheranda Ann Kumara was born in San Fran-

cisco, California in the sixties. She paints 

images of Goddesses, Angels and Twin 

Flames on silk to facilitate planetary healing. 

She received an AA degree in fashion design 

in 1988, which transformed into a love for 

painting on silk. For twenty-two years Sher-

anda has painted with French dyes on silk. 

With brilliant colors and feminine flowing lines 

Sheranda creates an essence of sacred sen-

suality in every painting. Silk is alive and holds 

an energy of transformation and healing. That 

is why silk painting became her lifelong pas-

sion and fine art preference. She also designs 

wearable art clothing from her hand-painted 

silks, including dance veils and sacred god-

dess gowns. Sheranda strives to create sa-

cred, natural fiber clothing that uniquely re-

flects the divinity of the individual. 

She has printed her art images on cards for twenty-five years. With a talent for 

writing and self-publishing, she began creating her own oracle decks to feature 

her sacred feminine art. Her first oracle deck, the MagdaLion Oracle has gained 

worldwide popularity. This oracle deck has so much divine inspiration. Sher-

anda is an Orange Ray, Seraphim Twin Flame and a Blue Ray on the path to 

physical reunion with her Beloved. She provides guidance through these oracle 

card messages from her own experience of being devoted to the Twin Flame 

journey and ascension path. 
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Introduction 
Beloved Twin Flames, it is my great pleasure that you have purchased this 

oracle deck in an urgency to find answers on the Twin Flame Journey. I have 

unconsciously been on the Twin Flame Journey since I was seven years old 

and consciously about ten years.  Speaking  from experience I can say that the 

initial feelings of urgency can shift once you gain an understanding as to why 

you feel such an intense connection to someone, who may be completely ignor-

ing you or not expressing to you that they feel the same way about you. Wel-

come to the Twin Flame journey - a mysterious spiritual path that is guided by 

the soul. This soul journey can and will test the human mind and ego to take a 

back seat. This is necessary. The soul is guiding this journey, along with many 

spiritual guides, ascended masters and angels. 

This is an oracle deck, but is not a traditional oracle deck in the sense that 

it is not designed to give you answers in a literal fashion. It is designed for you 

to look for the answers within yourself. My intention is for you to succeed on 

your Twin Flame journey and to never give up on it. Always go within to de-

velop the self mastery to comprehend what the path is about. Every word I 

have written in these oracle card messages is based upon my own personal 

experience of living the Twin Flame path for five years now.  However, I first felt 

my Twin ’ s presence as a young girl at the age of seven. This was about the 

time that he was born onto this beautiful planet.  

Twin Flame relationships are not about the instant gratification that this 

world promotes and subconsciously bombards you with on a daily basis.  The 

Twin Flame Community on the internet will provide you with a mixture of true 

authentic wisdom about Twin Flames and a corrupted version that has an un-

derlying energy of seeking romance through attachment, obsession, and the 

latest craze, which happens to encompass the concept of Twin Flames! Ex-

treme popularity about anything in this world will usually lead to many people 

jumping onto the bandwagon seeking financial gain or ego gratification. Fool ’ s 

Gold is not for real Twin Flames and yet even a real Twin Flame can fall down 

the preverbal rabbit hole, if they are too firmly rooted in the mind and ego identi-

fication.  
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If you purchased the Twin Flame Wisdom Oracle set through Sheranda ’ s  

website, a 100% silk altar cloth is included. If you purchased this oracle deck 

guidebook separately and you need to order the deck, please visit Sheranda ’ s 

website at www.sherandasilks.com. The oracle deck is also sold separately at 

www.makeplayingcards.com. You can purchase the 100% silk altar cloth sepa-

rately at Sheranda ’ s website as well. She also sells 100% silk oracle deck 

bags. 

Perhaps you have met someone who has turned your world upside down 

and inside out. Being in love is one thing, but you should know right now that 

the love between Twin Flames is no ordinary love. It is like pursuing the Holy 

Grail, and we all know that the journey for a treasure that is valuable and rare 

can only be found within. Union within leads to Divine Union physically with 

your Twin Flame. This inspiration through being in love with my Twin Flame 

could set the world on fire, and yet this fire is a spiritual and etheric fire, not a 

carbon-based physical fire.  

The Twin Flame Journey is about self-realization, ascension and spiritual 

alchemy. Like many things in life that are misunderstood, the Twin Flame ex-

perience tends to evoke in people the ideas about a 'pure romantic bliss' and 

'fairy tale ending' type of relationship. Although those ideas are not wrong, they 

certainly give no clue as to the process it will take to get there with your Be-

loved. This oracle deck was created for those Beloved souls who find them-

selves drawn to their Twin Flame and need guidance along the way. It is not 

intended to be a fortune teller. Your fortune depends on you, and your diligent 

effort to grow spiritually. You decide your fate.  

How to use this deck: choose one card from the deck to meditate upon per 

week or per month, if your life is very busy. Place your chosen card for the 

week on your altar and add crystals, personal sacred objects, candles and 

flowers to enhance the positive chi and your intention for Divine Union. Once 

you pick your one card for the week, then pick a clarifier card to further read 

into the energy you embrace around the topic of the card. There are four clari-

fier cards with these names on them; Healing, Music & Films, Star Lineage, and 

Mastery. See page 98 for more details on how to use this oracle deck. 
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Those people destined to evolve through the meeting of their Twin Flame are 

truly blessed, however when you first meet that person it may feel more like a 

curse. A positive perspective is crucial. Not everyone on the journey will experi-

ence an extreme amount of emotional triggering from their interaction with their 

Beloved. I did not, but only because I am a woman of a certain age who has 

been on a spiritual quest for most of my life. Everyone ’ s experience is unique 

and yet there are many common themes. This oracle deck was designed to 

address the common themes and provide wisdom and positive suggestions. 

A fairy-tale ending? Well, eventually, but the journey can be a mixture of magic 

and tough love. Growing spiritually through meeting your Twin Flame can bring 

up a wide range of emotions –  anger, jealousy, obsession, sadness, depres-

sion, anxiety, inferiority and a good dose of fear may come up. It can be a roller 

coaster ride for sure. These cruel emotions come up to be cleared, but know 

that once these emotions are cleared, they are cleared forever, and you will be 

well on your way to achieve ascension in this lifetime. If you truly commit to 

ascension through the Twin Flame Journey, this will perhaps be your last life-

time on earth, if you so chose, in other words, you will be off the wheel of end-

less reincarnation! This prison planet is evolving and transmuting into Heaven 

on Earth! It may be a long and arduous process. Be patient with it, and be pa-

tient with yourself and your Beloved. It can be at times exhilarating, at times 

frustrating, at times heart-wrenching; but also heartwarming and life changing! 

This journey is not for a 'one foot in, one foot out ' attitude. If you really are a 

Twin Flame, then you will probably learn quickly in the first stages of this jour-

ney that anything less than full devotion to this path will not work. Receiving 

support through other people, who are Twin Flames and especially a Twin 

Flame Union facilitator, will help you understand the path tremendously. 
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If you feel an extremely strong spiritual connection to someone whom you are 

pursuing romantically, the first question that may come up for you is whether or 

not they are your true Twin Flame. They may be, or they may be catalyst part-

ner. Experiences through romantic encounters may come up in your life to facili-

tate your spiritual maturity and growth. These types of experiences for myself 

continued on for many decades. Don ’ t be intimidated by this; I am now in my 

mid fifties and I feel younger than ever, due to the extreme amount of spiritual 

growth this path has brought to me. The more you invest in yourself and your 

ascension, the better you will feel. Plus, you will reap the rewards of grounded 

self love and sovereignty to enjoy, not only in this life, but in all lifetimes - past, 

present and future. Ascension is an opportunity for every living soul that is here 

on the planet currently. To my knowledge, not every person on the ascension 

path is a Twin Flame. If you resonate strongly to the concept of Twin Flames 

and ascension, with an intense yearning to live out a 'destined life with The One ' 

and this feeling has not left you for many years, then you are most likely a Twin 

Flame. 

The physical person you are focusing on now may be a catalyst to lead you to 

your true Twin Flame. I did not know I was pursuing a catalyst Twin Flame ten 

years ago. It felt like I was destined to be with him and my desire for him was 

very strong. Deep emotional pain came up for me, as he did not return my love 

and affection. He was single when we met, but some time after, he was in a 

relationship with another woman. An extreme amount of emotional purging came 

up for me upon learning that it was time to let him go. Once I did let go, I was 

shown in a dream, my true Twin Flame, and even though I was not shown his 

face in the dream, the dream provided me with clues. Those clues, like puzzle 

pieces, fit right in when I met my true Twin Flame online within a year after the 

dream. 
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What we focus upon, we get more of, that is the way the universe works. It is 

the Law of Attraction. That being said, I prefer to focus upon the gifts of being a 

Twin Flame, not just the difficulties. The miraculous aspects of the Twin Flame 

connection are priceless and divine. Twin Flames share the exact same fre-

quency. The heart will feel and know it has found its true matching frequency in 

the other person. Don't be swayed by other people's opinions and especially by 

information given by hired psychics. I had a psychic who accurately saw me in 

a past life with my Twin Flame, but she strongly advised me not to pursue the 

connection, due to my twin's stubborn resistance to drop an old connection with 

a past partner, who did not return his love. Unrequited love is a big part of my 

Twin's emotional wounding. Having my own painful past experiences of unre-

quited love, learning of this through a psychic actually inspired me to love him 

more through my compassion. 

 

The Universe conspires to bring the Twin Flames together in divine timing. The 

signs and synchronicities you will experience are the Universe's way of confirm-

ing to you that you belong on this journey. These signs may be subtle, but they 

will be consistent. These signs and synchronicities will come in the form of 

seeing double numbers like 11/11 or 144 very often, and through dreams of 

your Twin Flame. Also, you may be seeing their name everywhere. 

As Twin Flames you are never really apart, because you are the same soul in 

two bodies. You will most likely go through a period of feeling quite needy and 

possibly quite upset, if your Twin Flame does not fully recognize you or the 

connection. This happened to me, as he was not really open to feeling me for a 

few years, and he would refer to me as a soul sister. For myself I felt like I was 

replaying the old painful experience of unrequited love. It was only after I fully 

accepted that this journey has a 'divine timing' to it, that I fully healed my own 

issues around unrequited love. This led me to notice that he does have feelings 

for me, but he shows them infrequently. Again, this is due to divine timing. We 

are both preparing on so many levels. 
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Many Twin Flames activate each other ’ s chakras and heal each other in the 

dream state. My crown chakra activated in a sexual dream I had about my 

Twin. His orgasm in my dream felt like an explosion of Light in my crown 

chakra. These types of dreams help so much in guiding you to realize that the 

connection is real. The lack of a physical relationship with your Twin Flame 

does not matter at that point in the journey. The Twin Flame merge process has 

many steps, and physical reunion happens towards the end of the merging 

process for most Twins. The dream state is a place where the ego relaxes a bit 

to allow for the connection to be expressed authentically. My Twin Flame has 

many eyes focused upon him every day of his physical existence, because he 

is a celebrity. This has been a challenge for me from the start, but the dreams I 

had about us being together made it easier. I cherish them. I suggest making it 

a part of your spiritual practice to consciously ask your higher self to help your 

3D self to remember these precious Twin Flame dreams upon waking. 

 

Some Twin Flames that start out on the Twin Flame journey with a full-on 

physical/sexual relationship with their Twin. Sometimes this brings up many 

issues of unhealed parts of themselves too fast, and the relationship suffers a 

quick, painful, and explosive break-up. The sustainability of Divine Union re-

quires that the merging process follow the path of the soul through the guid-

ance of the Divine. In that way the unhealed issues can be released more gen-

tly. Friends first, is a wise approach. 

 

Twin Flame telepathic communication will be ongoing throughout the Twin 

Flame journey. This is part of the reason why he or she is constantly in your 

thoughts. In my Twin Flame connection, I am the awakened Twin, meaning that 

I am the one who is aware of the Twin Flame connection and journey. He is 

constantly in my thoughts. He is an awakened person, but not in all ways. 

 

I would like to share with you, many other sources of information and people 

who have helped me along the way. Be sure to check out my recommendations 

on page 114. The asterisks that I have placed by peoples' names in this book 

are intended to bring you to the recommendations page. 
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The journey can start out with the human personality feeling very uncomfortable 

about pursuing a connection with a person apparently not interested in them. I 

previously made myself wrong for this by judging myself as being obsessive or 

stuck in an unhealthy attachment. It definitely would appear to be so, by people 

unaware of the experience of being a Twin Flame. The only way those thoughts 

could be unhealthy is if they are negative, like feelings of jealousy, resentment 

and anger. If you are constantly sending him or her your thoughts of uncondi-

tional love, then it is beautiful and very positive for your Divine Union. 

 

Telepathy has been scientifically proven to exist. The telepathy that I have with 

my Twin Flame comes from his higher self, because his 3D self is still not fully 

awakened to the connection. This is important to note because you cannot 

confirm this telepathic connection with your un-awakened Twin in the physical. 

You can enjoy it though, and as your Twin wakes up, he or she may start to 

express to you that they feel this telepathic connection with you too. 

 

Part of the Twin Flame mission is to clear ancestral karma for your ancestral 

lineage. This involves breaking old relationship patterns that are dark and dys-

functional. This is part of the Twin Flame ’ s service to humanity, and it is a 

tremendous gift to humanity. Through their journey they are teaching the whole 

world how to break these old relationship paradigms that no longer serve. They 

do this by experiencing and anchoring the changes in their own lives and per-

sonal relationships. 

 

The journey at first can feel like you are going crazy, or like you have morphed 

into a teenage girl finding her first love. This can feel disconcerting for a person 

who has worked spiritually for years to gain a self-empowered state of being. 

The logical mind can judge these 'in love' feelings as a threat to your sover-

eignty, but they are not. The subtle soul reality is telling you something com-

pletely different. The reason the Twin Flame journey can feel like a roller 

coaster ride is because of the push and pull between intuitive knowing and the 

logical mind. This soul directed path is foreign to the logical mind. 
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You are whole as yourself and so is your Twin Flame, but together you become 

a greater whole with a great mission and purpose to fulfill. This mission is bridg-

ing Heaven and Earth with unconditional love by creating a high vibrational 

gateway through the hearts of Twin Flames. This expansion and mission is so 

powerful that it takes time to get used to. It requires an integration period. My 

feelings toward my Twin can be described in these words; wow, wow, wow; he 

is so intense! However, I also know myself and as a passionate visionary artist, 

therefore, I know that I am very intense as well. Meeting your Twin Flame is 

meeting yourself mirrored back to you. It is an exquisite and profound experi-

ence, and you are greatly blessed by staying faithful to this journey. 

 

When Twin Flames reunite in alchemical union, this is called the Hieros Ga-

mos*. Their whole energetic systems are brought online with each other. This 

energetic synthesis means their seven chakra's merge, and their three higher 

chakras ( above the crown chakra )  merge as well. All of their energetic sys-

tems begin to merge back together as one. This vibrational alignment will most 

likely happen gradually. Union is often happening on the soul planes without 

the Twins being consciously aware of it. 

What we are not consciously aware of is often perceived by the mind as myste-

rious. I am an artist with a deep appreciation for the mysterious. Mystery and 

magic are the driving force behind great creativity and soul love. In the physical 

I am calling my unaware Twin Flame my muse. He seems to like this. Someday 

he will know that what I really want to say is, "you are my Twin Flame! ”  For 

now he will 'get it' on a level that will spark curiosity within him. That is where 

my journey is at currently. What is to come is so much more, and it will be 

magical, passionate and destined! This I know with every fiber of my being. 

On the next few pages I am going to quote the words of some amazing Twin 

Flames. Lillian Letic* ( page 18 & 19 ) is a spiritual healing facilitator specializ-

ing in the Twin Flame connection. Her service in helping Twin Flames is very 

devotional and unique with her strong connection to Jesus and Mary Magda-

lene. My recommendation of her is based upon my own personal experience.  
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"Twin Flames: What is a twin flame? Why is this relationship so special? Why is 

this a time of so many Twins reincarnating together in 3-D bodies and is there a 

higher purpose to this? After a solid couple of months of researching, meeting 

my own Twin and my experiences with him, as well as speaking to others, who 

also have found their Twin Flame, I have come to a personal understanding of 

the incredible importance of the Twin Flame reunion. 

There is no other person we encounter in our lives who has the ability to not 

only change our life direction, but our soul as well. A Twin Flame connection is 

a force that will single-handedly change your life. Reuniting with your Twin will 

accelerate your personal awakening in a way no other personal experience 

can. Their energy affects you in such a way that you are forced to reevaluate 

everything in your life that is restricting your true purpose. They will inspire you 

to shed negative patterns and feelings, so you are free to be your authentic 

self. Somehow their energy invokes new and unexplored levels of self reflection 

and understanding. It reveals to you your mission here on earth—your a higher 

purpose. The key factor is the speed at which you are able to make positive 

changes and how daily synchronicities and signs are presented to you as con-

firmation, even when you doubt it. 

It is said that at the beginning of creation we were Light—flames of energy that 

were separated and placed into two separate bodies. These bodies change in 

any given lifetime, but the souls always remain the same. This re-connection of 

the One Soul at a human level involves awareness, balance and integration of 

our masculine and feminine components, raising individual and joint conscious 

awakening within each other. It is also said that the Twins come back together 

in their last lifetime on the planet, so that they can ascend together. Conse-

quently, there are opposing forces intervening to keep Twin Flames apart at all 

costs. It is not all love and light in this world and I know true twins will under-

stand this. The key to dealing with these forces is to understand that you are 

divinely protected! Some trials and lessons involve becoming the Warrior you 

were born to be. Many Twins traverse much darkness, because their Light is 

much brighter than most people! 
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Twin Flames change us with love so effortlessly that we find ourselves shed-

ding the life we knew, before we even realized that we had outgrown it. They 

provide us with a sense of acceptance and safety. We have finally found some-

one who sees our darkness, our pain, our flaws, and our humanness with no 

judgment. We are set on a course of complete healing and awakening at an 

extremely accelerated pace seemingly whether we are ready for it or not. The 

high level of acceptance and encouragement we receive from our Twin is a 

safe haven where we can remove our masks and expose our dark sides, our 

supposed flaws, inadequacies, and our shadow self. In my case, this was done 

without my logical understanding of what my Twin Flame's energy was doing to 

me for many months. He confused the daylights out of me because he was not 

someone I would ever consciously choose to love. Many, many Twins are gob-

smacked by the power of the initial attraction despite the many logical reasons 

for why the relationship would never work. 

 

For those who have experienced the uniqueness of this connection, we know 

that all others cannot compare to our Twin. I still find it hard to put it into mere 

words; how my Twin ’ s energy affects me. His energy literally magnifies my 

own energy. He inspires me to seek the best in myself and strive to live my 

purpose. Our connection ignites a fire within me to shed anything and anyone 

that does not align with my heart and with what I feel is right for me. His energy 

raises my vibration to a level I have never experienced before with anyone else.  

 

There are many sources of information which say that this is a very hard rela-

tionship, triggering much negative behavior that is claimed to be all 'part of the 

process'. I disagree with this. The energy me and my Twin create together is 

the most powerful energy I have ever felt with anyone.. EVER, and in the most 

positive of ways, no matter what 3D hurdles we must face. This is difficult to 

grasp because nothing in the world has prepared any of us for what this con-

nection feels like, or how it pulls us in, stronger than the moon on the tides. But 

the reality is that if this connection wasn ’ t  so powerful, it wouldn ’ t  be able to 

serve its ultimate purpose for our destiny. 
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If it isn ’ t , then the Twins know this 

and together they move towards its 

resolution, rapidly. ”   ~Michelle Rice 





Recommended  

Twin Flame Facilitator 

 

Lillian Letic is a trained shamanic 

practitioner and channel for the 

Twin Flame community. She is a 

Twin Flame and she uses astrology 

and shamanism as a tool for coach-

ing people to reach higher states of 

consciousness, self-discovery, em-

powerment and Twin Flame union. 

According to some, your astrological 

natal chart gives information about 

your destined path with your Twin 

Flame. Most Twin Flames are des-

tined to come into physical reunion 

in this lifetime. This physical reunion 

is tied to ascension, because Twins 

ascend together, once they are 

reunited as one. You and your Twin 

Flame may need some coaching 

and help through healing facilitators 

like Lillian Letic. There are several 

Twin Flame healers and teachers 

that I have recommended. See 

page 114. 

There isn ’ t  any way to awaken at 

such an accelerated rate without the 

catalyst of our Twin. We are able to 

clear lifetimes of karma within this 

lifetime. We are able to awaken to 

spiritual truths that would normally be 

hidden and forgotten through multiple 

lifetimes. All of this has been destined 

to occur through divine timing at the 

time of earth ’ s ascension. 

We can ’ t  be propelled from the com-

placency and the comfort of our sleep 

and into the chaos of ascension with-

out our Twin. Only the one who has 

the map of our soul will be able to pull 

us out of our hiding places and propel 

us forward on our journey of aware-

ness. Our Twin is a human GPS sys-

tem guiding us to new levels of healing 

and love. Aptly put: “ One primary 

element of the Twin Flame relationship 

is that your Twin knows you better 

than any other person in the Universe, 

even if you have not had much, or any 

time together in ‘ real ’  life. This 

knowing transcends experience, per-

sonality or habitual behavioral pro-

gramming and provides an impetus for 

change that is fast and furious. Any-

thing that needs healing is healed.  
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Steps to Divine Union for Twin Flames by Lillian Letic: 

 

Manage your energy. Be responsible with your energy. Clear, transmute and protect your 

field and never take on other people ’ s  stuff; don ’ t go into savior mode.  

Help your Twin, don ’ t judge. If you are the awake one, guess who is able to do more for 

both—you! Instead of judging them or putting forth deadlines and expectations, learn how 

to hold space for their healing and return home. Be in union for them, so they can get it. 

You are the only person your Twin has on their side energetically and in soul growth when 

the going gets tough. They are probably going against the grain of society just like you are. 

If they are in a relationship with someone else, put it on a timeline. Everyone else is tempo-

rary; you are in eternal connection … they are learning what union is not by having some 

painful lessons, so they don ’ t have to do them with you. They are preparing for you. 

Love and appreciate yourself, pat yourself on the back, congratulate yourself, reward 

yourself! 

Remember your angelic origins and stop trying to fit in. You ’ re normal on Andromeda and 

the Pleiades; here you are not. 

Do your mission. You don ’ t need to wait on your Twin, just do it. If you don ’ t know what 

your purpose is, ask for help to learn who you are and why you came here. 

Self development and personal transformation is a constant on this path; get used to con-

stant change and rebirth, it ’ s part of the deal. 

The Divine has your back—in the way the Divine finds fit, not as you find fit. Surrender, 

trust and do your mission no matter what. 

You are in union already; it is a frequency. You need to clear yourself of many layers of 

mind to access it, but it ’ s in you already. 

It ’ s  not about relationship, it ’ s  about soul maturity, and being a spiritual nerd to get off 

the wheel of reincarnation.  

Your biological family, you chose them to heal 'sick' ancestral patterns, thereby transmut-

ing heavy energies and stories, so that the coming generations would be free from them. 

You ’ re not alone—look at how many other Twins are in the same process. Ask for sup-

port, and give support. It ’ s not easy for anyone and nobody does it overnight. .. but it can 

be done with patience and persistence. 

Unions are happening, because they have been decreed by the Creator. He needs unions 

to heal the planet - end of story … you can go kicking and screaming and doubting, or you 

can trust and do your best.  
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Absolute Devotion 
to the Twin Flame 

Journey 

You will learn that the path of your 

soul includes the ecstatic blissful 

conclusion of Divine Union with your 

Beloved Twin Flame, however the 

road to get there requires endless 

patience and self discipline beyond 

what you could ever have imagined. 

It is not a normal romantic pursuit in 

the way that you may have learned 

through society. The Twin Flame 

Path takes a full on commitment to 

the ascension process, along with 

much patience. 

The path of ascension for Twin Flames 

is enhanced greatly by the meeting of 

one's Beloved Twin Flame. If physical 

reunion with your Twin Flame is writ-

ten in your soul's destiny for this life, 

you will surely know by many signs. 

This path however, can be confusing 

at first. You will go through many 

phases of growth on this journey. Seek 

wise counsel and this may be through 

a professional Twin Flame counselor 

providing channeled messages. This  

greatly helped me. I wouldn't be where 

I am today on my journey if it were not 

for the gentle, yet profound messages 

from my guides, through Lillian Letic*. 

Your eternal partner is providing you 

with encouragement from the invisible 

realms to prompt you to fulfill the de-

sires of your soul. Healing the core 

wounds of your soul will be required. 

Try not to get sidetracked for too long 

with Tarot card reading videos or with 

your own personal expectations with 

this journey. ‘ Surrender and trust ’  

will become your new mantra. Hand it 

over to the Universe when your human 

self gets frustrated or upset with this 

journey. It is not about the personality, 

so don ’ t  take it personally. It is a 

divine mission. 
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Success on this path is going to take 

every fiber of your being. You will be 

guided in the direction of seeking ego 

transcendence and a full understand-

ing about your divine mission with your 

Twin Flame. It is not about human 

desires. You will be serving the soul 

and humanity. Commit to this path with 

grace and devotion. “ In for a penny, 

in for a pound. ”   

Radha ’ s love for Krishna represents 

the eternal devotion to The Beloved. I 

painted this image while I was on a trip 

to Europe, which included an excur-

sion to see my Twin Flame perform in 

concert. I did not make it to the con-

cert. I was still new to the journey and 

at that point my fears around meeting 

him in the physical were amplified. I 

have seen him a few times since then, 

and a few years have passed. The 

fears have lessened and my love for 

him has grown. The process to reunion 

continues on and it has been five years 

for me. For some Twin Flames dec-

ades might pass before reunion oc-

curs. This varies widely between the 

Twin Flames, and so does all of the 

other circumstances and situations 

between Twin Flames. I can only 

speak from my own experience.  

My Twin Flame is a celebrity, which 

creates it ’ s own set of circum-

stances; some pleasant, some not 

so pleasant. The enjoyable part is 

feeling connected to his career suc-

cess, as if we share the same good 

karma. We share one soul, split in 

two bodies, so we do share the 

same good karma.  I do feel chal-

lenged a bit by the fact that he has 

women who are in love with him all 

over the world! This has  created  a 

situation for him, where he must 

have very strong boundaries and 

defenses around people, especially 

women, who want to get close to 

him. I had to learn not to take it 

personally when he treated me with 

these same boundaries. 

Challenges will come up on your 

Twin Flame journey. Not taking 

things personally will challenge your 

ego again and again. That is where 

ego dissolution comes into play. 

This can feel like dying and a part of 

you is dying to give birth to the real 

you. This soul integration process 

will continue. The ego and personal-

ity are not bad or wrong, they just 

need to take a back seat. This inte-

gration is part of self mastery. 
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These dysfunctional relationship models 

have created much trauma, pain and 

suffering for thousands of years. Twin 

Flames are breaking dysfunctional pro-

gramming and mind control techniques 

through the clearing processes they 

partake in. These clearings open the 

way for the new and healthy relation-

ship paradigms to take root for future 

generations.  

The close-up of this card shown below, 

represents the Green Man; the Twin 

Flame of Mother Gaia. Twin Flames are 

here for Earth rehabilitation. The Twin 

Flames love Gaia and humanity with so 

much devotion and care. Their mission 

and purpose is polarity integration and 

establishing new ways of creating sa-

cred relationship, through their exam-

ple. 

Ancestral 

Karma Clearing 

Part of the path to divine union 

involves living and being our true 

authentic selves, free from the 

emotional baggage of our ances-

tral lineage. There is no judgment 

intended here, but the truth re-

mains that in spite of each cultures 

beautiful spiritual practices, most 

cultures around the world have 

exhibited extremely dysfunctional 

and patriarchal relationship mod-

els.  
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The painting for this oracle card is called ‘ Ancestral Forest ’  and it tells a 

story about gypsy souls. I made a new gypsy friend recently; a lovely soul sister 

born in Ukraine. Upon meeting her the subject of gypsies from Eastern Europe 

came up for her and I. We travel from lifetime to lifetime within our soul group; 

our ancestral spirit tribe. I felt a strong bond to her gypsy presence. "You feel 

like a Romanian gypsy, I know I recognize you from somewhere? ” , I said with 

an inquisitive mind. She then pulled out a precious photo from her bag and 

said, "Yes, this is a photo of Romanian gypsies and the woman in the photo is 

myself. ”  I was blown away. 

We were born into this life with veils of forgetfulness placed on our conscious-

ness, but those veils have been dissolving slowly over the decades. If one 

seeks with an open heart, the soul leads one back to their roots. I created 

'Ancestral Forest' with a fiery knowing that my homecoming is nigh. An archer 

knows these things with closed physical eyes, because it is the third eye of 

spiritual sight that sees the full picture. This skill of the Archer helps her reach 

her spiritual goals. The Archer in the painting is myself, born in December, a 

true Sagittarius. I live my life with fiery goals, but not for material gain or focus. 

My goals are soul directed by my soul family. 

There is a song that inspired this painting as well. It is called 'Dream of the 

Archer' by Heart. It came out in the seventies, back when my first gypsy sister 

came into my life. She was my biological cousin and we shared hopes, dreams, 

and laughter, as the sparks of the divine filled our friendship. Sadly, she died of 

cancer about 15 years ago.  

Magic filled my childhood visits to the redwood forests of Garberville, California.  

Through two amazing gypsy souls that I have recently met, I have felt this 

magic again. Gypsies are free from within and they welcome us to embody 

freedom, peace and a respect for our ancestry.  My celestial roots go back to 

Venus and to some other very magical places in the Universe. My earthly roots 

are filled with gypsy lifetimes. You most likely picked this card to inspire your 

curiosity around connecting to your earthly and celestial ancestry. 
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The Electronic Presence of each soul 

is the exact duplicate of the other. 

And when they descend into form, 

one assumes the positive or mascu-

line polarity and the other assumes 

the negative or feminine polarity. 

Each ovoid has a unique pattern; it is 

an electronic blueprint. Only you and 

your Twin Flame have it. You have it 

in the Spirit. You and your Twin have 

the same divine image in which you 

were made. It's the same image. No 

one else in the whole cosmos can 

claim this oneness with you, because 

you were only born once, spiritually." 

~ The late Elizabeth Claire Prophet 

 

Are there different types of Twin 

Flames? Yes, and Twin Flame author 

Patricia McNeilly* is very well versed 

on this subject. She speaks of the 

different color rays in her webinars 

and books. The Blue Ray Twin 

Flames* are also called "Rod & 

Staff". Other Twin Flame groups are 

Seraphim, Cherubim and Ophanim

( T hrone ) . I personally resonate 

with being from the Blue Ray and the 

Orange Ray ( Seraphim ) . Feel into 

your angelic origins. 

Angelic Origins 

"The Twin Flame, or perfect love, is 

born out of the original white-fire ovoid. 

This is an ovoid of light in which you 

are created in the Central Sun and is 

the highest concentration of pure Spirit 

in the Universe. God takes the ovoid 

and makes out of it two spheres of 

light, with each sphere looking like the 

causal body*. So imagine descending 

twice from these spheres into Matter, 

then coming forth as souls, who are 

the counterpart of the Spirit spheres.  

They are called Twin Flames, because 

they came out of the original single 

ovoid. 

https://www.summitlighthouse.org/i-am-presence/
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The Angelic Origins of Twin 

Flames and Soul Monads 

is a vast subject. I have 

included some brief infor-

mation here, but please do 

your own research as you 

feel guided. The passion I 

have for all things related to 

'souls' is the source of my 

inspiration in all of my artis-

tic expressions. It is not my 

way to fully understand it 

on a mental level, and yet I 

do like to provide a brief 

explanation of where my 

great inspiration comes 

from. 

Monads: “One Galaxy Monad contains Soul Groups for each Solar System, 

which contains 144,000 Monads. Each ‘ Oversoul Soul ’  is broken down into 

6 sets of Twin Souls or Flames. Upon the final descent into matter, each of the 

6 sets made the final and very painful separation into male and female Twin 

Souls or Flames. You and your Twin Soul or Twin Flame together are one of 

these pairs of 6 in your primary Soul Mate Group. The other 5 sets of Twins in 

your primary Soul Mate Group are known as your ‘ Near Twins'. 

Since each Monad contains 144 individuals in total, the other 132 outside of 

your primary Soul Mate Group in your Monad are your secondary Soul 

Mates. ”  

*quoted from www.reunitingall.com 
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Archangel Chamuel 

Archangel Chamuel of the Pink Ray, the 

ray of the heart, is the Archangel of rela-

tionship harmony. Add some rose quartz to 

your altar and ask Archangel Chamuel to 

help you open your heart to love uncondi-

tionally. Also know that self love is the key 

to unconditional love. 

Archangel Chamuel also assists with 

removing the heart wall. What walls have 

you placed around your heart to protect 

yourself from getting hurt? Unblocking the 

flow of love takes dedication and persis-

tence. Do you have issues of unworthi-

ness? Does fear of repeating old relation-

ship patterns haunt you? Call upon Arch-

angel Chamuel. 

Love is a great mirror. Be gentle and com-

passionate with yourself always. That way, 

it will be mirrored back to you. Practice self 

love daily. Your inner completion through 

self-mastery is necessary. Only then will 

you attract your Twin Flame counterpart in 

a way that will facilitate a Divine Union. 

Shift your focus from needing your Be-

loved to falling in love with yourself.  

Along with Archangel Chamuel, the follow-

ing are the beings that I feel are with me, 

as spiritual guides on my ascension jour-

ney through the Twin Flame path:  Mary 

Magdalene, Master Jesus, Isis, Quan Yin, 

Mother Mary, White Buffalo Calf Woman, 

Saint Germain, Archangel Michael, Sanat 

Kumara, the Pleiadians, the Archangels, 

the Seraphim Angels,  my Ancestral Line-

age of Earth, and my Ancestral Lineage 

from the Stellar Nations*. 

Twin Flame Prayer 

As I encircle my Twin Flame and I in the 

Violet Flame of transmutation, I ask God 

and Lord Jesus to please send to my Twin 

Flame and I, these beings: Archangel 

Michael, Archangel Gabriel, Archangel 

Ariel, Archangel Chamuel, the Ascended 

Masters, the Seraphim Angels, Lady Portia 

and Saint Germain. I invoke the Violet 

Flame and all the Violet Flame Angels to 

go forth and find all soul fragments belong-

ing to my Beloved Twin Flame and I, and 

return them for healing and integration into 

our being. We can now be reunited in the 

physical! 
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 In the name of the Christ, I call to the blessed God Presence of each Twin Flame for the sealing 

of our hearts as one, for the victory of our mission to humanity. I invoke the light of the Holy 

Spirit to consume all negative karma limiting the full expression of our divine identity and the 

fulfillment of our divine plan. I ask that my Twin Flame and I recognize each other instantly 

through our eyes, our touch and our hands with the certainty that we have found our Divine 

Complement –  the other half of our soul. I ask that from this moment on that we are both able 

to commit ourselves completely to our love and our union in all directions of time, space and 

matter, in all dimensions and for everyone to see. 

Through My Mighty I AM Presence, Beloved God, my Heavenly Source, please invoke and 

manifest in my Twin Flame and I, the Sacred Violet Flame of Transmutation. Bring the Violet 

Flame into every cell, molecule and atom of our bodies, filling us totally and completely. I re-

quest the Blessed Violet Flame to blaze into our Hearts and expand out and around all of our 

bodies, physical, emotional, mental and spiritual, surrounding our entire Being with your Divine 

Grace, Love, Mercy and Forgiveness. 

I invoke the Light of the Holy Spirit to transmute with the Violet Flame all karma, all ego, all 

resentment, all diseases, as well as negative thoughts, actions, deeds and energy that my Twin 

Flame and I have ever created at any time, in all dimensions, on all levels, in all bodies, through 

all time and space, past, present and future, for all Eternity! Dissolve all lower energies, ours 

and from other people, that could limit the full expression of our Divine identity, our union and 

the fulfillment of our Divine Purpose! 

I invoke the Presence of Beloved Archangel Michael and all of his legions of Blue Angels to cut 

all causes of discord and suffering. Transmute and release all the fear blockages and un-

forgiveness of ourselves and transmute anything and everything that stands in the way of us 

reuniting and embodying our Ascended Christ Being. I ask you to act on our behalf for personal 

protection and for the protection of our love. 

Beloved Violet Flame turn all that has been transmuted into the Golden Platinum Light of God, 

the Christ Consciousness, The Light of God that never fails. Send this Golden Platinum Light to 

my Twin Flame and I now, filling and surrounding our entire body with its Divine Radiance. 

Raise our vibration and frequency of love and light to the highest level possible and conduce us 

to our ascension in union, while still on Earth. May the vibration of our love, union and common 

purpose bring peace, healing and light to all people around us. I AM a being of Violet Fire! I AM 

the purity God desires! My Twin Flame is a being of Violet Fire! My Twin Flame is the purity 

God desires! So Be It and So It Is. Thank You God. Amen & Blessings. Love and Light from the 

Twin Flame ’ s Eternal Healing Group. 
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Auspicious Angelic Mission 

There is a profound divine intelligence behind the hidden sacred workings of 

God ’ s plan for Twin Flames. These auspicious missions of the 144,000 Divine 

Twin Flames are designed to help humanity return to their true divinity and part 

of that divinity includes sacred relationships based on unconditional love, peace 

and harmony. Anchoring in these new relationship paradigms will have far 

reaching positive effects to enhance the quality of life for many future genera-

tions; and perhaps for the rest of time. The ascension of humanity is the ulti-

mate goal. Twin Flames are ascension guides for many souls. 

Twin Flames were the first real lovers in the universe created by God and they 

lived in God's presence in Heaven. Twin Flames hold sacred sexual, spiritual 

'harmonic keys' –  vibrations of love that pour into the universe. Twin Flames 

hold the divine blueprint and spiritual energies needed for humankinds ’  spiri-

tual movement to other dimensions. Twin Flames and Twin Flame Love are 

God's secret weapon, as these couples ’  love energies are the most powerful 

on Earth. 

Twin Flame missions encompass all areas of life; including the Arts, sciences, 

technology, ecology, humanitarianism, medical and all segments of the healing 

arts. God has placed Twin Flames strategically around the globe to create a 

grid of Light and Love. 
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Artful love warriors; I like the sound of that. Twin Flames have missions that 

embrace the Arts: be it poets, visionaries, dreamers, writers, film-makers, paint-

ers, sculptors, dancers or musicians. They are artists of all kinds. There are 

also some Twin Flames in the fields of science, biology, ecology, mathematics 

and sacred geometry. Their cornucopia of talent is off the charts! The passion-

ate, fiery nature of Twin Flames makes them ideal change-makers to help ex-

pand the consciousness of all mankind. 

When you left the starry angelic spheres to become clothed in flesh and blood, 

you knew of the depth of your sacrifice, but it was not a sacrifice at all, for you 

knew that it was your heart ’ s longing to serve God with such utter devotion, 

therefore you went willingly with no trepidation. Your soul is uniquely crafted for 

this service, as you came with the 144,000 Illuminated Twin Flames from God. 

If this resonates with you, then perhaps you are of the angelic 'White Winged 

Bird Tribe' soul family. I have always had a deep infinity for birds and angels! 

Did you land here with a burning passion in your heart? 

 

Imagine you and your Beloved Twin Flame leading others with great love and 

glory! Embrace this auspicious calling as a sacred duty that you chose to have 

in this life! It is a blessing, if you look at it this way. It takes a fiery spirit to lead 

others and assist in planetary transformation. If this excites you, then know and 

feel that it is a part of you. Choose your heart's calling! Choose your destiny! 

 

The Twin Flame journey and ascension go hand in hand. You are not in love 

with your Twin Flame to go about life in the traditional ways. This relationship will 

help you evolve to the level of self-mastery needed for ascension. If you try to 

make it fit into the traditional structure of relationship, it will fail. It is not the usual 

boy meets girl and they get married, have children, and live in a house with a 

white picket fence, type of relationship! It is designed to test your ability to be the 

person who can ground your soul’ s  mission onto the planet, and you and your 

Twin Flame have a destined joint mission to fulfill for the good of all humanity. 
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Balance & Temperance 
The keys to Divine Union as represented by this oracle card are balance, tem-

perance, sacred neutrality, faith in the divine, surrender, strength and a devo-

tion to a spiritual practice; all in a grounded body temple. 

Seek to balance your masculine and feminine energies that live within you. 

Connect to Source through meditation. Bring Heaven's love to Earth, through 

your physical body. Remember that the goal is Divine Union, created by being 

fully anchored within your masculine and feminine energies. Dysfunctional en-

ergies must be purged and healed! By claiming your Unity Christ Conscious 

state, a greater balance with others is possible, including Divine Union with 

your Twin. This message is about receiving the God spark of illumination and 

bringing the love of Heaven to Earth. Activate your Light Body, which is the grid

-work of Light and sacred geometry that interlaces your physical, emotional, 

mental and spiritual aspects of being. This body radiates light energy and elec-

tromagnetically links your multi-dimensional self with the infinite universe. It 

connects you to encoded data within your many aspects and assists you in 

manifesting your soul purpose. Activating and integrating the Light Body reor-

ganizes your DNA and molecular structure. Your body becomes less dense and 

freer to express itself as Source energy. Examine the list on the next page to 

determine what might be unhealed within you. Self-mastery begins with self-

honesty. 
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These are warning signs, that suggest you have issues to balance and heal. Do 

not sabotage your chance for Divine Union by ignoring them: 

*being pushy or manipulative; as in forcing your Twin Flame to be with you. 

*domineering and controlling behavior or narcissistic behavior 

*trying to change him/her or being critical  

*taking the lead, energetically and in all conversations 

*having very poor boundaries by feeling used or abused, hurt, ignored, or ne-

glected. 

*over focusing, by spending most of your time and energy worrying about the 

twin flame connection and by gift giving to the extreme. 

*over functioning by always trying to figure out how to get him to commit, step 

up, or be present 

*feeling ungrounded or never truly feeling emotionally balanced 

*exhibiting excessive fear-based behavior and communication 

*creating drama and conflict or exhibiting passive aggressive behavior 

*lack of personal boundaries or codependent, needy behavior 

*outbursts of jealously or anger 

*guarded, closed off, shut down, or punishing toward him/her 

*possessiveness 

*complete avoidance or denial of the connection 

Welcome to the journey that will test your spiritual fortitude to the very core! 

You need to examine what areas you need to work on with self-honesty. Inner 

child healing is key. You and your Twin Flame need to be strong, balanced 

pillars of Light and the path to getting there requires effort and dedication. 
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Birth ~ Love Child 
This oracle card is for Twin Flames who are not only destined come into physi-

cal reunion, but are also destined to birth children together. These futuristic 

children may be doing yoga and bending spoons with their minds by age five; 

no joke, we are heading into a glorious future at lightening speed. These chil-

dren are being born onto Gaia for the first time according to Kristen of Awak-

ened Vibes*, and they are anchoring in new Light. Kristen calls them anchor 

babies. The Twin Flame couples who are destined to have children together, 

have a special type of activation that is happening in their sacral chakras to 

prepare the sperm and the ovaries for conscious conception.   

 

Unconditional love and peace will come naturally for the children of Twin 

Flames. What is coming in with the future generations is unimaginable from our 

current limited perspective. I am a visionary so it is my passion to see into the 

future and I love to imagine the beautiful new world that we will create collec-

tively. My grandchildren and my great grandchildren will experience a world 

vastly different from the world today. But, it is our responsibility to see to it that 

the seeds of the new spiritual world that is coming forth, have a chance to an-

chor fully into the future timelines. The children of today need us to protect 

them in many ways, so that these dreams will manifest. 
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One of the dangers children face today is the forced agenda of vaccinations 

that harm their physical bodies. We must be advocates for changes in the sys-

tem, so harm does not come to our children. 

 

The first love letter that I wrote to my Twin Flame left him speechless for five 

weeks. So, what did my crazy letter express, besides wanting to marry him? I 

expressed my regret that I could not bear his children, due to my age and the 

fact that I have three grown children already. My highest hope is that some day 

we will enjoy being a married couple with a grandchild. My daughter plans to 

have a child. I love children so much! I am in awe over the innocence and joy 

that children innately express. 

 

The most incredible experience a woman can have is giving birth to a child. As a 

mother of three, I have fond memories of my children and giving birth to them. 

Breastfeeding is incredible. Being in the last stages of labor is painful, however it 

is not remembered as pain, because it is a pain that holds the intensity of trans-

formation, alchemy and the ecstatic bliss of holding your newborn baby; truly a 

gift from God. That was my experience and I truly believe there is no other ex-

perience in life that can take you so deeply to your soul, than childbirth. This is 

because of the deep surrender that happens. You are no longer a service to self 

individual after becoming a mother. This letting go continues as your children 

grow up and move away to live their separate lives. 

 

The experience of motherhood, through all it's joys and challenges, is an al-

chemical experience that can transform a woman into a full on Mother Goddess. 

You may have recently found out that you are pregnant or you are in a process 

of contemplating having a child with your Twin Flame. The conscious parenting 

of Twin Flame couples will help humanity to heal the family unit, that mostly 

represented dysfunctional family relationships, in decades past. You picked this 

card to reflect upon motherhood. You and your Twin Flame will have a glorious 

life with healthy, happy and soul-embodied children!  
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One question that usually comes up 

for Twin Flames early in the journey is, 

“ d o we have more than one Twin 

Flame? ”  This question has a multi 

layered answer. Many people will drop 

off of this journey when it gets difficult, 

with the idea of, “ Well, if I have more 

than one Twin Flame then I will just 

stop pursuing this one, for another. ”  

You have freewill to believe whatever 

you want, but what I suspect with that 

kind of attitude is that you probably are 

not a true Twin Flame. It is perfectly 

appropriate to pursue relationships 

with different soulmates, but a true 

Twin Flame will have a unique calling 

to just be with 'The One ’ .  

If you have a strong inner knowing that 

you are a true Twin Flame and that 

you have found your true Twin Flame 

then follow that knowing. You could 

have found a catalyst Twin Flame 

experience; someone that mimics the 

true Twin. You need not worry yourself 

over whether there is more than one 

Twin Flame, or not. Sometimes a cata-

lyst Twin Flame provides you with the 

perfect preparation for the one whom 

you are unknowingly going to meet in 

the future. Just keep following your 

heart!  

Catalyst 

Twin Flame 

 

The 'Catalyst Twin' is also called the 

'False Twin.' A catalyst Twin Flame 

is a soulmate, not your true Twin 

Flame. It is a blessing to have these 

catalyzing experiences for your 

healing and spiritual growth. These 

learning experiences are true bless-

ings, but these types of experiences 

usually end after a few years. Cata-

lyst Twin Flames will match you in 

frequency, for a period of time; but 

your true Twin Flame shares the 

same signature frequency as your-

self, forever. 
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The Catalyst Twin Flame relationship can feel so intense that you will be 

strongly convinced that he/she is your genuine Twin Flame. However, the truth 

is that most everyone on the Twin Fame path will have preparatory experiences 

with soulmates or a Catalyst Twin Flame. These relationships are characteristic 

of having many emotional trigger points. This is a good thing because you can-

not have a harmonious Twin Flame relationship with your genuine Twin Flame 

until you are fully cleared of the emotional wounds and heartbreaks of the past. 

Leaving the heavy emotional baggage behind you may be too difficult to ac-

complish on your own. Receive assistant from qualified spiritual counselors if 

necessary. 

 

My Catalyst Twin Flame experience was with a man that I had a past life with. 

As married Navajo, Native America Indians we were very happy until the white 

man came along to force subjugation, domination and control. The purging 

process regarding this past life lasted a few years, and was related to my deep-

seated sadness over issues of abandonment, betrayal and rejection. When I 

finally stopped chasing this man because he was not interested in me, my ego 

was destroyed and I metaphorically died, only to allow for my true and genuine 

Twin Flame to be revealed to me. 

 

Many times in my life I have had catalyzing experiences with the theme of unre-

quited love. They pushed me to grow spiritually in two ways. The first was to 

clear my deep-seated core issues around abandonment and betrayal. The 

other thing that happened in the process of chasing these emotionally unavail-

able men, was that I would think of ways to better myself so he would want me. 

After years of this, which included celibacy and much alone time, I became 

stronger in my sense of self-love and self-worth. 

 

How did I know that my Twin Flame was my genuine Twin Flame? Well, after a 

few years of knowing him, which created a great acceleration in my spiritual 

growth; I began to just have the inner knowing that my search was over. I felt 

so fulfilled to know that I had found my true Beloved Twin Flame! He always 

feels like another me, in all ways; and this is an incredible feeling! 
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returned to the clear flowing waters of 

this lush waterfall in an ecstatic state of 

joy, bliss and gratitude.  

Christ ’ s bloodline has been a closely 

guarded secret for 2000 years. Only 

recently has the truth been revealed, 

layer by layer. The first layer of this truth 

was blown wide open with the highly 

accepted and treasured book and movie 

called the Da Vinci Code. 

The brave underground Christ Group, 

whose lives were in constant danger 

2000 years ago, served humanity to the 

fullest with their devotion to bringing 

balance back to this planet. They ex-

pressed loving-kindness and a deep 

devotion to God. Their mission was to 

seed future generations on Earth with 

the Light Codes related to the ascension 

process. Preserving the Holy Genetics 

of Christ throughout the twelve races of 

Man is an unknown topic regarding our 

history that goes beyond the scope of 

this oracle deck book.  

Christ and Magdalene ’ s Divine Union 

mission was vast and incredible, indeed. 

So is yours; they would like you to know. 

All Twin Flame unions are extremely 

powerful and valuable.  

Christ & 

Magdalene’s 

Divine Union 

Christ and Mary Magdalene as-

cended into the cosmos in this 

painting depicting a profoundly 

spiritual experience they shared at 

a waterfall in Baniass, Israel. On 

the left side of the original painting 

actual crystals were attached. 

They represent the human DNA 

spiral; our sacred Crystalline DNA. 

Christ and Mary Magdalene as-

cended into the starry cosmos on 

that magical day and then they 
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Medical science reveals that we have 2 strands of DNA and 10 strands of 

‘ j unk ’  DNA, which are believed to serve no purpose whatsoever. However, 

what if this so-called “ junk ”  DNA is merely dormant DNA? Studies show that 

our dormant DNA is now reactivating in children and certain adults. Everyone 

has one double helix of DNA. What science is finding is that other helixes are 

now being formed. In the double helix there are 2 strands of DNA coiled into a 

spiral. Humans will soon be developing 12 helixes. How fast this will progress is 

unknown. Scientists used to believe that our DNA was stationary and stagnant. 

But the new data reveals that our DNA is actually a divine, shimmering, wave-

form configuration that is moment by moment being modified by Light, solar 

radiation, magnetic fields, thought forms, sonic impulses, and emotions!   

The human body was originally designed for a lifespan of 300-500 years and 

this was the case in ancient civilizations like Lemuria and Atlantis. The future of 

our planet holds the gifts for continual upgrades to our spiritual and biological 

development. More chakras will be added to the chakra system. The Holy Ge-

netics of the physical body relates to the restoration of the original Divine Blue-

print for humanity. 

Twin Flame Unions are a part of the restoration plan of the original Divine Blue-

print for humanity, and they represent the balanced and empowered male/

female relationship template; a template that embodies polarity integration. 

Respectful and balanced relationships between soul connected men and 

women exemplified by the Twin Flames in union, will set the tone for future 

generations. This will also help restore the healthy family unit. Twin Flame cou-

ples will be teaching mindfulness and introducing cutting edge healing tech-

nologies that are actually ancient. *See www.davidsereda.net. Earth rehabilita-

tion will become a reality through these highly divine partnerships. 

Go within and ask Christ and Mary Magdalene to give you information about 

your divine mission that you are destined to live out with your Twin Flame. They 

told me that my Twin and I would be anchoring in divine love through art and 

music. My Twin and I are already successful professional artists.  
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Compassion 

& Forgiveness 

Love your Beloved Twin Flame for 

the sake of love itself. Love your 

Beloved for no other reason than the 

fact that the love exists! That is true 

unconditional love. Diamonds are not 

a girl's best friend my dear sisters, 

your soul is. Your soul seeks it’ s  

divine counterpart to love in a way 

that is based on the soul's divine 

plan. Your Beloved is drawn to you 

by allowing him/her to be themselves, 

without any conditions, expectations 

or demands. When they are ready 

they will highly respect you for your 

patience. 

For some, the Twin Flame path brings 

up incredible pain and anger. It comes 

up to be cleared and it often comes up 

with such intensity, the person with-

draws in fear of facing such deep 

wounds. In many cases the wounds of 

separation or old traumas between 

Twin Flames can be so painful, the 

Twins are repelled by each other. Only 

unconditional love can heal such deep 

wounds. With unconditional love and 

huge amounts unearned forgiveness 

there is always hope. 

 

How does one forgive someone who 

has not earned it? With compassion, 

and sometimes it takes a 'Buddhic 

consciousness' level of compassion! 

Some may feel that in these times they 

are expected to exhibit such traits. 

Being totally forgiving is a choice and it 

cannot be faked. It must be experi-

enced and felt from the heart. 

 

In meditation you can work on becom-

ing detached from any drama around 

something or someone, who might 

have hurt you. Communication and 

release of the energy of painful experi-

ences comes with a spiritual practice 

based on honesty, compassion and  

forgiveness. 
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If you are not that far along on your spiritual path then you may not be able to 

genuinely forgive yet. It's OK, be where you are at. But, you are reading these 

words and you picked this oracle card, so this points to the fact that you are 

ready to anchor forgiveness, compassion and unconditional love into your real-

ity and give these gifts to your Beloved Twin Flame. 

 

If your Twin Flame has a karmic partner, you may have a challenging situation to 

deal with. I am extending my deepest compassion to you for sticking it out and 

holding space for your union under these circumstances. It takes a lot of forgive-

ness and compassion to see the Twin Flame bond from a higher spiritual per-

spective; especially when you are dealing with your Twin ’ s non-single relation-

ship status. If your Twin is resisting spiritual growth through an entrapment type 

of karmic relationship, know that they truly need to see themselves as sovereign 

and free. Perhaps you can influence them to seek the courage from within to 

take a leap of faith and follow their heart. You can pray for them and hold space 

for them, and this can be extremely tiring, especially if years have passed. If 

your telepathic connection is too keen then you may be feeling their sadness 

and regrets. Ask for guidance to turn down the telepathy, if it is causing you pain 

or suffering. It is a test of self-love to not become codependent with them ener-

getically. Compassion and forgiveness need not include codependent behavior. 

Hold a high vibration of love by focusing on nurturing yourself. This will help you 

to disconnect from their dysfunctional energy; but at the same time sending 

them compassion and unconditional love. Remember that the timing of their 

growth is their responsibly. You must have healthy boundaries. 

 

Forgiveness comes easy for some. It takes a highly evolved being to hold com-

plete compassion and  unconditional love. The mastery of love takes time, so be 

patience with yourself and others, if they are expressing anger, judgments or 

resentments. We are all a work in progress. Perfection and imperfection are 

intrinsically linked in the duality expression of existence. How are you doing with 

holding compassion and love for your Twin Flame? What needs to be forgiven? 

Are you willing to turn the other cheek at times and not take things too person-

ally? 
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You may have days of deep longing for 

physical closeness, especially if you 

have had very little contact with anyone. 

The journey tends to send people into 

the hermit mode for healing, reflection 

and soul searching. You have probably 

already evolved way beyond the need 

to fill the void with empty casual sex or 

casual dinners dates. Your soul long-

ings are emerging and this is good. 

Calm your human self with loving 

thoughts and creative visualizations of 

sacred moments to come, with your 

Beloved Twin Flame.. 

In the higher dimensions, where time 

and space do not exist, you and your 

Twin Flame merged, as galaxies were 

born. You and your Twin Flame were 

held in the warm, loving  embrace of 

God, infused in Light and power. As 

one, you and your Beloved were 

merged with God and All That Is. The 

design of God is so beautiful; eternal 

Twin Flames, lovers for all of eternity. 

The amount of suffering that you have 

been through in this third dimensional 

experience over many lifetimes, deter-

mines how far you need to climb, to get 

back to your natural divine state of be-

ing.   

Connecting to your 

Twin Flame’s 

Higher Self 

You and your Twin Flame were 

created by God as one unit, one 

soul, one consciousness, and then 

you incarnated into human bodies 

here on earth. You are never 

apart, never separate and always 

spiritually connected. This is a 

reminder for you. Come back to 

this knowing over and over again, 

during the times when you feel 

isolated and lonely.  
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When you feel disconnected from your Twin ’ s energy and you have had no 

communication or contact with them in the physical, rest assured that it is an 

important growth period for you. Your soul is prompting you to connect with 

them  spiritually. This was shown to me in an unusual way through the help of a 

loving friend of mine with a strong psychic connection to the spiritual realms. 

This friend of mine, a highly intuitive Piscean man, saw my Twin ’ s  higher self 

( i n energy )  behind my left shoulder. My friend heard my Twin speak these 

words (clairaudience ) , “ She needs to realize that she is still not fully ready 

to meet me in the physical. ”  This was after I expressed to my friend how I had 

missed out on an opportunity to see my Twin Flame perform live, in concert. 

It felt so good to hear that his higher self was with me and that he was probably 

with me always, as my thoughts are always with him. Even a shadow of doubt 

in this can break the flow of the connection. This is still  something I am master-

ing from years of knowing who my Twin Flame is, in the physical. It is funny 

how meeting him in the physical, which has occurred just a few times in the last 

few years, has not changed this requirement for a non-physical connection. My 

mastery of telepathy and clairvoyance continues to increase to this day. 

Dreams seem to provide me with my best non-physical connection, thus far.  

The art image I created to represent this non-physical connection is shown on 

the left-hand page. My Twin Flame is standing behind me as I look forward. His 

dragon energy is present through the representation of a golden dragon in the 

sky. The waters represent the intuitive divine feminine flow that connects with 

the spiritual realms, with ease and grace.  

By connecting with your Twin Flame ’ s higher self, when the relationship with 

your Twin in the physical is either non-existent, or very limited; you will gain 

access to a wealth of information that will help your union to progress forward. 

This has helped myself and the more I connect to my own higher self, the more 

I connect to his. Please take note that the term “ Higher ’  does not insinuate 

better; it simply refers to the fifth dimensional state of consciousness.  
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A relationship with a soul mate may 

feel like a Twin Flame relationship. 

Usually you can tell the difference by 

the fact that your true Twin Flame will 

trigger you in uncomfortable ways. 

This is because you are being called 

you be the best version of yourself on 

all levels. It is rare that when you 

meet your Twin Flame you will have 

already reached the state of self-

mastery that the relationship will 

demand; but you will be close if you 

have been on a spiritual path.  

Soulmate relationships are guided by 

the soul, just like the Twin Flame 

relationship. Meeting my Twin Flame 

in the latter part of my life, after much 

soul growth and through decades of 

soul mate relationships, has helped 

me to handle the magnitude of the 

connection.  

I see the events of my life leading up 

to the most important relationship of 

my life, which is still to come. I have 

met my Twin Flame and he is still not 

quite ready to be with me. Through a 

trusted Twin Flame relationship facili-

tator who channels Jesus and Mary 

Magdalene, I have been told to be 

patience.  

Divine Flow 

When a person is living and experi-

encing life ‘ in the flow ’  it means 

that he/she is connecting with one’ s  

feminine energy within. This is the 

same as living in the 'now moment ’  

free from the projections of one’ s  

future, or the misgivings of one’ s  

past. It usually takes a committed 

spiritual practice to reach this state of 

being.  

Living in the moment greatly applied 

to the Twin Flame connection; a jour-

ney that is guided by the soul. 
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My  reunion with my Twin Flame will take a few more years before it fully mani-

fests in the physical according to my Twin Flame guides. Divine Timing is key; 

and that brings up the subject of Divine Flow because as the saying goes, 

‘ T he watched pot never boils!’  Ha ha, life will teach you that. The Divine 

Flow of my own life is usually pretty easy to maintain, except when I fall into too 

much projections about my future. That is my challenge as a Sagittarius. I can 

understand why because Sagittarians are known for their sharp arrows pointing 

to the goal, the destination, or the desired outcome. I have learned to let go of 

control of those arrows, so they may be guided by the Spiritual realm, not by 

my human ego. 

When water flows unhindered by obstacles it remains pure and clean. Con-

versely, when water sits still it can stagnate and grow unhealthy critters! The 

same analogy applies to the emotional body. Stagnate emotions were part of 

the cause of my cancerous tumor that grew at my cervix eleven years ago. It 

was a spiritual and physical health crisis that I dealt with well, and to this day, 

ten years later, I am cancer free. After the ordeal, I kept up on a proactive ap-

proach to healing and self-growth.  

Water also take on the intentions of the vessel containing the water. This was 

proven by the late Dr. Emoto from Japan. Our bodies are primarily made up of 

water. This means that we must stay awake and aware of our thoughts and 

intentions. On the Twin Flame path you must pay great attention to your 

thoughts and feeling towards your Twin because they will feel them, even if 

only on the unconscious level. Are you living in the divine flow of the now mo-

ment? Or, are you stressing about something your Twin Flame said or did that 

triggered you in some negative way? Be mindful of that always. 
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Dream-time visitations with your Be-

loved Twin Flame can be prophetic 

and mysterious. Many connect to the 

Twin Flame spiritually before meeting 

in the physical. This encounter with 

your Twin Flame ’ s Spirit may hap-

pen in a dream or in a waking state of 

consciousness. Your Twin ’ s higher 

self may be reaching out to you in the 

dream state to assure you that this 

love is real. In the dream-time, there 

are not the restrictions of third dimen-

sional circumstances that are pre-

venting a physical union. These types 

of dreams can create a deep sense 

of peace and contentment, plus con-

firmation that your Beloved Twin 

Flame really loves you uncondition-

ally. 

Dreams act as portals to the 4th di-

mension, which can lead to even 

higher dimensions opening up for you 

in your reality.  

 

I wrote a book called Dreaming Re-

alty* which contains my writings and 

art images. My art has been inspired 

by my waking dreams and by my 

nighttime dreams. Daydreaming is a 

wonderful way to create your reality 

based on creative visualization. 

Dreams 
Let the dreams play out along your 

Twin Flame path. They are fun and 

rewarding because of the clues that 

bring hope. Like a great mystery 

revealing itself, enjoy the journey, not 

just the destination. I stopped doubt-

ing my Twin Flame connection after 

countless dreams about my Twin 

Flame. 

 

Call out to your soul upon going to 

bed with a request to remember your 

dreams upon waking. The astral 

plane ( 4th dimension )  is accessed 

through dreams. 
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I was first shown who my genuine Twin Flame was, in a dream five years prior 

to meeting him. At that time I was pining over a catalyst Twin Flame that was 

clearly not interested in a relationship with me, however I was having a hard 

time letting it go. Looking back on the dream, it gave me no real clue as to who 

my Twin Flame was. However there was one little clue, and it was the great big 

Cuban cigar that was in my mouth as I rode horseback with my Beloved, in 

white lace wedding clothes! Yes, my spirit guides do have a sense of humor, I 

thought. They gave me no glimpse of him, just that he was there with me and 

that the cigar said something. Years later the clue made sense to me. 

 

Another more serious dream revealed that I was my Twin Flame's guardian 

angel at a time in his life that was difficult for him. In my dream he was living a 

challenging life, on the streets, and I was there as his guardian angel. The 

theme of this dream was certainly based on the fact that he could not see me or 

interact with me. I was there to comfort, not to receive. That's what angels do. 

Later I came to learn that he actually did live a street life, that included drugs 

and fighting; for a period in his life that served to awakened him, through a 

process of facing his own shadows within. I was quite stunned after learning of 

how his real life experience matched my dream. I learned of his experience of 

homelessness and a street life, after my dream, through a friend. The dream-

time is timeless. My dream expressed a deep love for my Twin Flame and it is a 

love that is beyond human desire and time. 

 

If you have not met your Twin Flame in the physical, then perhaps you will have 

a prophetic dream about him/her coming into your life. Perhaps you feel their 

presence around you. Like a great mystery gradually revealing itself, enjoy the 

Twin Flame journey that leads to the full physical reunion with your Beloved. 

Dozens of synchronicities and dreams about my Twin Flame connection have 

kept me on the path. I welcome my dreams always. They are the whispers of 

my Beloved ’ s call to me. Enjoy your dreams. Dream on, sweet one.  
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Your divine kisses whisper your heart~speak, 

with such tenderness you caress me and quiver like flower petals in the breeze, 

as I caress your splendors; such ardor on your face, so reverent, 

entranced in such an up-welling of utter devotion and love… 

You are blushing now Beloved, as I have whispered these words, 

and your blush is a bloom of sweetness spreading from your face 

down your throat, your breasts now flushing so delightfully, 

Son-kissed, niplets abloom like rosy circlets of light, shining aureoles; 

Shekinah is being playful… making Her Presence known 

in your nurturing glories… 

Milk of stars titillates celestial meanings to my lips of wonder, 

tonguing all teasings, awakening your passion into a frenzy  

of intensest yearning… 

such a curious transformation transfusing you Beloved, 

nothing forbidden now in our increasingly frenzied lovemaking, shaking you, 

volcanic inner fires of your desire deep-quaking you unto shuddering ecstasies. 

-Wynn Manners 

Ecstatic Bliss 

 

In you, Beloved Magdalene, I see *Her*,  

Spouse of Heaven come to Earth; 

for Sophia Amorata has enfleshed as you, 

and with what spontaneous joy 

we recognize each other, 

we who made ecstatic love amongst 

the very stars of the heavens themselves, 

we whose hearts melted into each other, 

singing the Mystery of our Divine Mother ’ s  

heavenly womb in our divine nuptials. 

Now, in intimate fusion,  

we return to Shekinah ’ s divine garden of bliss. 
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A reunited Christed couple, you and your Twin Flame will be! If you have done 

your inner work to heal and expand your consciousness then a physical rela-

tionship with your Twin Flame, consummated by exalted spiritual/sexual union, 

could be your next step. Ask yourself if this is your next step. You may be hun-

dreds of steps away from a glorious physical reunion, but if you get burnt out 

along the path, just rest and daydream for a while. It doesn't hurt to keep your 

eye on the prize. 

 

The love poem to Mary Magdalene, from Christ ( opposite page)  was chan-

neled through a man named Wynn Manners. I have never met a man who was 

so connected to the sacred feminine energy. He has a unique gift for the world 

through being the vessel for expressing Christ's love for his Beloved Twin 

Flame Mary Magdalene. Christ and Mary Magdalene anchored the Twin Flame 

Love Template to the planet two thousand years ago. They are the ultimate 

Twin Flame guides.  

 

The high frequency of ecstatic loving making between Twin Flames infuses the 

planet with an incredible divine love energy. This I have not yet personally ex-

perienced with my Twin Flame, except for a glimpse of it, felt in dream state. 

 

What feelings come up for you through reading the poem on the opposite page; 

sexual shame, disbelief or just pure bliss? These feelings are tell-tale signs of 

emotional issues that may still need clearing and healing. I cried tears of joy 

when I first read it. Know that you are already the sacred, perfect and sexy 

divine bride that your Beloved wants with all his heart. The higher dimensional 

expression of your Beloved sees you this way; even if the physical man in the 

here and now does not have this awareness yet. He may be asleep still. It is 

your job to connect within and leave the physical events to come, up to the 

Twin Flame Guides and Angels, to orchestrate. Connect to this ecstatic energy 

in dreamtime for now. Blessings of bliss! 
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Emotional 

Intensity 
Do you think about your Twin 

Flame 24/7? Do you feel like a 

hormone filled teenager? Well, 

relax, because you are not crazy, 

needy or obsessed but it may look 

that way, especially to unassuming 

outsiders. You may have been 

away from your Twin Flame for 

eons. Some Twin Flames have 

never met their Beloved on Planet 

Earth. Your last meeting with your 

Twin Flame might have been in the 

starry celestial realms.  

You may not consciously remember 

your Beloved at all, but you will remem-

ber with your heart. I began remember-

ing union with my Beloved at the age of 

seven. Before I even had the hormones 

to become boy crazy, I became en-

chanted with everything related to the 

soul and I felt that my soul craved a 

perfect mate. My favorite song in 1972 

was 'First time ever I saw your face' by 

Roberta Flack. I would daydream about 

this grand sacred relationship that was 

far beyond anything mundane. 

 

Like the heat of the sun, the Twin Flame  

bond is intense and not an ordinary love 

relationship. It is a stellar relationship! 

Your genuine Twin Flame is the one 

being in the whole Universe that you 

share the same soul birthday with. You 

and your Twin Flame were split in two 

parts for an evolutionary process that 

would take eons of time to complete. 

That completion time is NOW, in this 

life! 

Twin Flame intensity happens because 

of the ecstatic remembering of your 

divine origins and who you really are, 

an almighty, angelic, sovereign being! 

Awe and joy will soon bless the jour-

ney's end. Enjoy the incredible bliss of it 

all! 
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T h e  D a rk  S i d e  o f  Tw i n  F l a me  Emot i on a l  I n t ens i t y                                          

When a Twin Flame relationship commences and infidelity happens there is 

usually deep unresolved past life traumas associated with abandonment, rejec-

tion, betrayal, sexual abuse or neglect in the female/male relationship dynamic. 

Jealousy and emotional pain, due to infidelity must be addressed as an emo-

tional wounding that stems way back, before your Twin Flame ever arrived on 

the scene.  Neediness is the result of codependency and codependency devel-

ops  as a coping mechanism to mask the unresolved and deeply buried pain. I 

had already purged most of these issues before meeting my Twin Flame, but if 

your circumstance are such that he/she arrived and the relationship moved 

quickly from the Bubble-Love-Bliss phase to pure emotional hell, or a runner/

chaser dynamic, then I would advise getting professional help from healers. 

Past life regression therapy can help as well. Don ’ t suffer more, by putting up 

defenses or by staying angry. Get to the bottom of the hurt and pain. Purge, 

purge, purge! Forgive, forgive, forgive! Repeat the process, if necessary.  

Not forgiving the infidelity, or using retaliation will only further damage your 

chance for Divine Union. The intense emotional wounding is coming up to be 

cleared and healed. It will test your ability to forgive. If your Twin Flame is a 

man, he probably has his own fears of intimacy coming up, and sleeping with 

another woman is sometimes how a man deals with these fears. He might have 

turned to another woman out of an unconscious generational karmic pattern 

that needs to be purged from his DNA. The more angry the woman becomes 

the less chance there will be for both of them to heal. The journey can be emo-

tionally raw at times; but going through the necessary healing and purging 

phase is worth it! You are working towards Divine Union and ascension in this 

lifetime and the rewards of your efforts to heal are eternal.  

Moving beyond emotional reactions takes a lot of self-mastery. True uncondi-

tional love is the goal, but unconditional love is not based on a lack of healthy 

boundaries. Is your Twin Flame connection emotionally painful? If so, dive into 

the healing process. Know that this phase will pass with your diligent effort. 
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He hides and denies this deep an-

guish in several ways. However, the 

Sacred Masculine collective is gradu-

ally awakening and these issues will 

heal eventually. See page 102; I 

have included a beautiful sharing 

from a man whose Twin Flame union 

is blocked through his fears.  

 

Perhaps you have seen all of these 

masks of the masculine psyche; the 

checked out male, the hedonistic 

male, the narcissistic male, the drug 

addicted male, and the list goes on. 

Forgiveness is imperative for the 

Sacred Masculine to heal. You can 

assist this healing process by holding 

space for them with love and com-

passion. The wounds of the patriar-

chy must be cleared now for human-

ity to move forward. 

 

If we are not healed and we are 

drawn into a relationship, we are just 

going to find someone to mirror our 

wounds. What happens if you have 

fully healed your Spirit on all levels, 

and your Masculine Twin Flame has 

not? Well, it could explain why your 

Beloved is still with a karmic partner 

and not with you. She might be mir-

roring back to him his wounds. 

Energy of the 

Masculine Collective 

This oracle card has a blue man 

holding his head down low, being 

held by a loving angel. He represents 

the unhealed Sacred Masculine Col-

lective. He carries deep wounds in 

the unconscious mind; wounds of 

anguish over the destruction and 

degradation of Mother Earth, which 

he feels personally responsible for. 

The world has gone mad and he 

secretly blames himself. He grieves 

because he could not protect the 

feminine and the planet. 
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The Healing Process for Many Masculine Twin Flames: 

The Warrior, the Lover and the Magician; these are archetypes that the Sacred 

Masculine must embody. Their natural, innate drive is to protect the Sacred 

Feminine from evil or harm. He must reach full maturity- emotionally, mentally 

and spiritually to fulfill his God-given mission. He must clear and heal all past-

life trauma associated with war and ugly, life-killing battles. Post Traumatic 

Stress Disorder carries over from lifetime to lifetime, until he humbly asks the 

Mother Goddess for her motherly Love and Light to soothe and heal his scarred 

soul. He must drop his defenses fully to receive healing. The Sacred Masculine 

hears the higher calling of his soul and he is called to act upon the throbbing 

longings of his heart. He loves his Divine Feminine with such tenderness and 

grace, but with this love he also fears that he will lose, as he did so many times 

before, bleeding out on the battlefield. Sometimes he will hide from his Femi-

nine, keeping his secret shame buried for fear of revealing it, and exposing 

himself and others to its rotting poison, that lives in his self-hatred. Once he 

reaches surrender, he must question everything to break the shackles of the 3D 

world. He experiences death and rebirth over and over again, until his beautiful 

soul shines through, like a polished diamond. Forged through a fire of soul 

purification, he births his true self. I bless all Sacred Masculine Twin Flames 

and I pray for them to embrace their heart ’ s longings and open up to the heal-

ing that is being asked of him. He has the support from the loving, open arms of 

all his feminine sisters, and from his beautiful Divine Feminine Twin Flame. 

 

This may not apply to your Masculine Twin Flame. Everyone's level of growth 

and healing will vary, as well as the specific issues of healing.  But, if you tune 

into your Masculine Twin Flame ’ s Spirit, what unhealed wounds do you find? 

Ask to be shown how your Twin needs to heal in dream-state. I recently had a 

dream that revealed my Twin as having the energy of holding the weight of the 

world on his back. Knowing this gave me the opportunity to send him long dis-

tant reiki healing. If you are in separation or if the relationship has not devel-

oped in the physical, then he does not need to know about the healing energy 

you are sending. You can ask for his permission in the Spirit realm. 
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Etheric Body Merge 
into the One Heart 

 

My love for you lives in a cosmic ocean. 

I have been alone, with you in my thoughts, 

for many years. 

Loving you, without your physical participation, 

has forced me to grow spiritually, 

to surrender and trust The Universal Flow. 

This attraction to you that seems obsessive 

in every logical way, 

has a different reality on a higher 

level of consciousnesses, 

where only Pure Love exists. 

Love yearns to wake-up to Itself, 

and to wake-up to its Oneness, 

and divine glory with all that is. 

It is like a star coming back together, 

from it's shattered pieces, from across The Universe. 

This Etheric Body Merge 

into the One Heart 

ecstatically celebrates the merging of our One Soul. 
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In this poetic expression, 

I want to be the one who outshines 

all other female suitors, and as you fall in love with me, 

our lips meet to kiss and our wings open to fly, 

If only you knew why... I want to be your Beloved. 

If only you knew why.... our four wings are two. 

In the great cosmic ocean of my heart, 

these mysteries unfold into a greater Bliss, 

where warm waters soothe our one soul. 

Come with me, 

into the One Heart my Dear. 

The One Heart, 

it is the etheric merge of our two high hearts. 



Rise in Love Twin Flame Beloveds! You are Avatars in training! When I met my 

Twin Flame I fell deeply in love, but I also rose in Love, and this Higher Love, 

this Soul Love, reflected my love for God. It was as if my Beloved was an ex-

pression of God, as the completion of my Being. I felt like I was soaring and this 

jubilant feeling of my Divinity, anchored me to the earth plane. I felt like I had 

remembered part of my divine destiny and I started living my life with presence 

and enthusiasm. I wanted to be here, because he was here on the planet too. 

 

Twin Flames are the awakeners of consciousness. Waves of Twin Flame reun-

ions are coming in these times to heal humanity for the greater good of all fu-

ture generations! Twin Flames are strategically placed around the planet to 

form a Grid of Light; and they are powerhouses of Love and Light!  

 

The ‘ One Heart ’  is a term that means Unity of All That Is, and yet expressed 

through the Twin Flames. Namaste, dear Beloveds. 
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Eye Gazing ~ Windows of the Soul 

This art image called 'Crystal Eyes' represents Twin Flames in Union! Their 

oneness of soul is undeniable through the intense connection felt, while gazing 

into each others eyes. The eyes are the windows to the soul and Crystal Eyes 

are the eyes of clear and purified Twin Flames, whose souls shine through! The 

eye gazing of Twin Flames can open portals of deep remembrances of other 

lives and dimensions, when the Twins were together. Making eye contact is 

very intimate and requires an openness to being vulnerable. 
 

If either one of the Twins is not ready for the intensity of the union, they may 

look away and be unable to hold open, the soul window that they are looking 

into. Sometimes this connection, so pure, will cause the darkness from within 

the Twins to emerge. The intense Light shines onto every dark corner of the 

heart where old buried wounds may still reside. This is called the 'Bubble Love' 

Twin Flame phase. What happens: the relationship goes from a completely 

elated experience, to a quick downfall and possible hurtful break-up. The Twins 

in this phase usually break up over denial and repulsion to looking at their deep

-seated emotional patterns coming up. Hopefully they will get past this phase 

and return back to the blissfulness of their endless and timeless love for one 

another. I have seen this happen to friends of mine. The choice to stay on the 

Twin Flame path is tested greatly in this phase. 
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You can look into a mirror and see with your physical eyes, the mirror reflection 

of your physical self. When you look at your Beloved Twin Flame, the mirror 

image of your soul, along with the feelings which is within your consciousness 

at that given moment, will be reflected back to you. 

 

In my own Twin Flame path I did not meet by Beloved through a chance meet-

ing on the street. I met him online. Because he is a performing musician, I had 

lots of opportunities to decide when we would meet. After three years the day 

came when I would travel by plane to see him perform. I had a lot of anxiety 

come up for me around meeting him, that related to a deep-seated fear of re-

jection. In knowing about the mirror principle I realized that my fear and anxiety 

would be felt by him and perhaps this would repel him, which would impair his 

attraction to me. As fate would have it, I missed the show, because I was de-

nied access into the country I was traveling to. The mirror principle is a good 

reason why the more you prepare for your Twin Flame relationship, the better 

off you will be. Negative emotions are not easy to mask when your Twin cannot 

help but feel everything you feel. The mirror, once clear, will reflect an image of 

beauty and grace when gazing at and interacting with your Beloved. 

 

I had a very profound experience that included eye gazing with a man, who was 

an aspect of my Twin Flame, and this experience only lasted one afternoon! 

But, this experience brought me so much confirmation that my Twin Flame from 

the Spirit realm missed me so much; that he found a man who would bring 

through his energy, but this was not a man that Sprit would let me keep. I was 

married at the time and my marriage was rocky, but nonetheless I was still 

married. The timing was wrong for another man to be in my life. This man 

brought me upstairs to lie down on my friend ’ s bed, while she was not home. 

As I laid next to him, he pierced my soul with his kind and gentle eyes. I was 

captured in the moment and fulfilled to my very core. I did not even think about 

the how and the why of it all; and then it was over as quickly as it began. It was 

a strange and wonderful experience that happened about 28 years ago. Per-

haps you have had a similar experience? Know that it was Spirit guided. 
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Healing The 

Womb Space 

Healing your Goddess within you of all karmic knots and imbalances from all 

timelines and dimensions can be accomplished through your clear intention. 

Discover what your imbalances are through your relationship with your second 

chakra. With courage and conviction, clear up old patterns of abandonment and 

betrayal that may be deeply laden within your second chakra. 

Once you clear this chakra, nourish it with care by expressing your creative self 

and sensual self. Honor your womb and be empowered through deep nurturing 

self-love. While your sacral center is calling to you in need, observe your 

thoughts. They are the telltale signs of your transient weaknesses waiting to be 

transformed into strength. As you allow each of these thoughts to be recog-

nized as fruitful, you will understand the temptation to remain in the ways of old. 

What are you being urged to do? Look within your sacred creations to actualize 

This healing piece of artwork represents 

the completion of my healing process with 

my sacral chakra or womb chakra. The 

path to healing my womb chakra involved 

getting cervical cancer and healing from it. 

On an energetic level, I felt that my crea-

tivity was suppressed and locked away 

from me in layers of bitterness and be-

trayal. The clearing of my energy field 

through this medical drama brought with it 

a complete rebirthing of my Spirit and a 

passionate drive to live my life to the full-

est! My womb space has reached a place 

of deep peace and love. 
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your dreams of truth. In this center lies the dormant potential of personal power. 

As you acknowledge this creative calling, you will realize the power is within 

you to choose your fate. Destiny is not at the mercy of the wind. You have a 

choice as to how you focus your energy. Now is the time to unfold your beauti-

ful flower of Divine Femininity. Reject this power no longer and realize the po-

tential that awaits you in this very sacred center of rebirth. As you clear the way 

for new creations and sacred Divine Union, so do you clear the outworn pat-

terns taking up residence in your womb. Think no longer of the past. Release 

old toxic thoughts through forgiveness and compassion, and embrace the con-

cept of a life lived as choice. You hold the flower, the rose, which has been 

placed in your womb for conscious creation, and only you can coerce it to 

bloom. 

Fear not, for this power is what will bring you grace and open the passageway 

for unending love of thyself. This love is the radiant beauty of the Divine Femi-

nine, waiting to be activated for your special role in this lifetime. This opportu-

nity is one that will afford you many options, if you choose them. Be motherly, 

and nurture your creations with love. See not what is causing disharmony, 

choose only to see that which brings you joy. Joy is your connection to creativ-

ity and true power. Use this dormant power to unblock your destiny. Joy heals 

faster than any modality. Go deep in peace and choose your hearts’  calling. 

Healing the womb space, or sacral chakra also involves clearing all of the 

karma associated with the times in your life when your womb was dishonored 

and not held as sacred. This could have been through your own doing, for ex-

ample, through casual sexual encounters that did not involve true love or re-

spect. Forgive yourself fully, because in those moments you were probably not 

operating from an awakened state of consciousness or self love. Once you fully 

love yourself, you will not engage in disrespectful sexual encounters. If you 

have suffered from sexual violation of any kind, whether as a child or as an 

adult, this process can be very difficult and perhaps you should seek out pro-

fessional help from healers that deal specifically with that kind of soul-

fragmentation.  
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Many times there are core wounds 

around love that have programmed 

our sub-conscious mind to keep the 

heart wall in place - out of fear or 

thinking you must protect yourself 

from getting hurt again. The simple 

truth is that you are holding on to old 

core wounds and this automatically 

makes them manifest again and 

again. Clear out your heart armor 

through meditation. You can find 

some guided meditations online 

about this subject. This will help to 

reprogram your subconscious mind; 

and with a concerted effort you can 

do this in 21 days!  

Give yourself permission to create a 

new reality based upon your inten-

tions to give and receive love, unhin-

dered by past programming, Trust 

yourself and the Universe. 

Know that this process takes two; 

both Twins need to open to love with 

trust and surrender, but, the Twins 

can do this inner work while physi-

cally apart. Once both Twins have 

completed this process, then divine 

union is possible. This is a spiritual 

union and the spiritual work is a re-

quirement, not an option. 

Heart Chakra 

Activations 

The energetic wall that protects you 

from experiencing yet another heart 

break, will also prevent a new love 

relationship from manifesting. The 

heart armor is doing what you cre-

ated it to do. Now is the time to un-

create the heart wall or heart armor, 

as it is appropriately called. It is no 

longer serving you to be that guarded 

in your heart space. 

Heart chakra blockages prevent us 

from giving or receiving love.  
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A heart chakra activation might feel like an emotionally painful purging process. 

This happened to me when I was sixteen years old. I was in love for the first 

time and the requited love experience that I felt brought on many, many tears 

and a release of heavy emotions. This purging process happened again under 

the same circumstances of unrequited love when I was twenty-five. 

By the time I finally met my Twin Flame, I was in my fifties. I did not have an 

experience of tears or emotional pain, but I did experience a lot of mind-

generated fear. This I came to learn, was mostly because of my own expecta-

tions for a quick reunion and my projections around being rejected. Once I 

learned to accept divine timing, I knew that all my expectations of how, when 

and where our union would happen was a huge distraction from the spiritual 

focus. It is the spiritual focus, which includes many heart activations and energy 

clearings, that actually creates the Divine Union energetically; thus bringing it 

into the physical when the time is right. I have grown accustomed to the union 

process. If you are new to the journey, then realize it takes time. The mind will 

wage a war at first, but then your inner wisdom kicks in, leading to surrender. 

For most people, Divine Love is foreign to our way of life, because of the way 

we were raised. The focus on romantic love in my American upbringing was 

laced with expectations around finding a partner that provided you with material 

possessions and status. Divine Love and what that means was not mentioned 

at all. Divine, unconditional love is where humanity is headed and Twin Flames 

will anchor this new way of being. 

Open your heart and receive the blessings that come with heart chakra activa-

tions! The cosmic rays that are bombarding the planet in these times are trans-

muting our beings from within. We are in a constant wave of unconditional, 

divine love through these cosmic energies.  

Remember that healthy boundaries are not the same as heart armor, because 

heart armor keeps the good out, as well as the bad. Unconditional love can 

coexist with healthy boundaries, because healthy boundaries are rooted in self 

love and self respect.  
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Quite honestly, if your Twin Flame dy-

namic is stuck in karma looping you may 

want to shift out of this path. It may not 

be right for you any longer. It is not your 

job to fix your Twin Flame union from the 

space of it being all your responsibility. 

Your desire to heal him/her can get out of 

balance. This may be linked to an uncon-

scious codependent pattern of yours. 

You can only heal someone else so 

much, before that healing will require the 

consent and willingness of the person 

involved. It may be sad for you, but a 

shift needs to occur. This shift will occur 

through your compassionate detachment 

from what they are doing and feeling. 

 

You are being called to focus on your 

own energy and expansion only. Your 

Twin needs to heal on their own. Your 

detachment will assist your union more 

than anything else right now. Your tears 

around how your Twin Flame is emotion-

ally suffering, will not help. Your heart 

may be broken, but your heart is resilient 

through the muscle of compassion. Also, 

your Twin may gain much more respect 

and appreciation for you, through you 

giving them the space to take responsibil-

ity for their own healing and growth.  

Embrace this phase of your journey.  
 

I AM Sovereign 

You may have picked this card 

because your Twin Flame journey 

is about to evolve into something 

you did not expect. It is not your 

job to fix your Twin Flame, or 

save them, or rescue them from 

themselves. If your Twin Flame 

journey is turning into a Twin 

Flame drama that never ends, 

and you feel bittersweet and 

disempowered, look within your-

self deeply to determine if this 

path is still right for you. Only you 

can answer that question for 

yourself.  
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You must stop blaming yourself for the blockages and difficulty that are playing 

out in your Twin Flame relationship. Vow to live your life in the moment, and 

with joy and aliveness. The healing of your union with your Twin Flame has not 

happened yet, and this does not mean that it won ’ t  happen in the future. If 

hearing these words brings you much relief, then this message is for you.   Com-

plete detachment from your Twin’ s  energy is your medicine, for now. 

 

The particular Twin Flame person that you had hoped was going to be your 

partner in this life may change. Your future may include a different physical 

person coming into your life, to be your divine counterpart in this lifetime. If 

hearing these words brings you much relief, then this message is for you. 

 

The song for this card is called 'One ’  by U2. “You are ONE, but you are not 

the same. You've got to carry each. ”  The way I feel about the words in this 

song relate to the message of this card. You will carry them in your heart for-

ever because you are ONE, but how you carry them is so much different now. 

Also, how you carry yourself is also completely changed as well. You do not try 

to predict the future anymore. You do not attempt to know anything about to-

morrow. It is OK, and you feel strong in living in this completely different space. 

You have let go so completely that he/she will feel it, no matter how asleep he/

she still may be. 

 

Sovereignty is bittersweet today, but tomorrow the bitterness will fade. Tomor-

row your Twin Flame may come back unexpectedly, but you have no expecta-

tion of that. Tomorrow you may be in the arms of a new lover, but you have no 

expectation of that, either. 

 

You are experiencing true sovereignty. You are grounded in the Void, a truly 

remarkable and divine accomplishment! This is a huge shift for you and an 

indication of true spiritual mastery. The old way in which you lived your Twin 

Flame journey feels too small now, and something new is emerging within you. 

This is a sacred passage. Lighten your load and your heart. God-speed dear 

one! You are dearly loved by the Universe. 
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Igniting Creativity 
The art of sacred dance was and still is practiced and appreciated by priest-

esses and holy women in many cultures around the world. Mary Magdalene is 

the icon of passion and sexual expression. Besides being the devoted wife and 

most important female apostle of Christ, she was also his divine consort and 

tantric partner. She danced for her Beloved, as if the Mother Earth was moving 

through her with great passion and sensuality. As the worldview of sexuality 

changes, humanity is starting to grasp the creative sacredness of such erotic 

dances like belly dancing, ecstatic dance and flamenco dancing, to name a few. 

The art of dance expresses sensuality and freedom of movement. Consider 

what ecstatic dance can do for you, to help you open up your body’ s  creative 

flow. The body can hold memories of shame that inhibit free expression. Ec-

static dance can be a key to opening up your creative flow.  

If dancing is not your cup of tea, then ask yourself what forms of art and creativ-

ity inspire you? Igniting creativity is a beautiful part of the Twin Flame journey, 

because it anchors the divinity that you are, into your human form. All forms of 

art create a link to the soul, allowing people to deeply feel and process their 

emotions. Emotional body healing is part of the divine purpose of art. You are 

developing self-mastery by opening up to the universal creative flow of the 

divine. Create art to your heart ’ s content. Our sacred calling includes art! 
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My muse; he is my Beloved Twin Flame. I am transported into higher dimen-

sions through the sheer joy of listening to his guitar playing. He has inspired my 

creativity; my creative flow opens when I listen to his masterful and creative 

music. It makes perfect sense that your Twin Flame would become your great-

est muse, a muse for all of eternity. A poem to my Beloved: 

Floating Tones, from Quivering Strings 

Igniting Creativity, 

it happens when your quivering strings, 

send sound vibrations through the air, 

by the loving touches 

of your elegant fingers upon your guitar. 

Thank you my Beloved 

for bringing down this heavenly music 

through your strong angelic connection, 

and Golden Dragon Heart on Fire, 

soothe my fire with your Liquid Love of Sound. 

Here's the truth of my heart Beloved, 

you expand my womb energy…...like soft petals dancing open, 

an orange cream, beautiful dream. 

Like the juicy, citrus sun and milky way, 

and glittery star-fire on a love-glow night. 

Ascending from dawn to dusk, 

like Seraphim Angels flying with Pegasus, 

in the rich, colorful, summer skies. 

I have the truth of the universe whispering your name 

in every floating tone that sends chills up my spine, 

and the sign of cupid's aim at the center of my chest, 

transforms me with gladness. 

Every day with the divine music flowing through us, 

I am an ascending spiral of bliss consciousness. 
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Kundalini Rising 

& Yab Yum 

Kundalini energy rising up the 

spine is a sacred activation and it 

is very often a part of the Twin 

Flame awakening process. The 

rising Kundalini energy facilitates 

union with your Beloved Twin 

Flame. Do not be in fear of this 

mysterious and intense mystical 

experience. It is your birthright as a 

child of God and Twin Flame. 

Many people have had Kundalini 

awakenings happen spontane-

ously. 

For some people it happens gradually 

with a concerted effort, through the 

spiritual practice of Kundalini Yoga, or 

through the help of a guru. For some it 

is the meeting ones ’  Twin Flame that 

activates the Kundalini energy to rise. I 

have added the telling of one woman ’ s  

experience below: 

"I felt a distinct opening in my heart, 

very clearly. In an amazing powerful 

surge of energy the Kundalini shot 

through me along my spine like a pulse 

of liquid fire. The energy surge shot out 

of my heart, then up the center of my 

body, and then up toward the top of my 

head. I involuntarily arched my back, my 

body pulsating as intense waves of bliss 

came over me. It was so pleasurable 

that it was almost painful, like an ache, 

like a longing, a reaching out, a desire 

and vulnerability… like how I would feel 

perhaps all the time, if I dropped all my 

defenses and let myself go. It felt won-

derful, very alive and very real, and it 

jolted my inner core, alive. ”  

Have you had this type of experience 

with your Twin Flame? I have not ex-

perienced a full Kundalini awakening 

yet, but I have had partial experiences 

of this potent Kundalini energy. 
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Yab Yum is a Tibetan term meaning “ father-mother ”  and it is about aligning 

one's crown chakra with the heavenly skies, and one's root chakra on the earth 

below. This is a part of tantric sex or sacred sex, and it is not really intended to 

happen for you with sexual partners, other than your Twin Flame. When Twin 

Flames reach out to other sexual partners, because their union is in conflict, it 

can create emotional pain and damage to the union.  

As of writing this, I have yet to come into a sexual relationship with my Twin 

Flame in the physical. The experience of the woman I quoted on the opposite 

page is an experience that I look forward to with a deep passion for its mystical 

quality. That passion has always been with me, even from an early age. I feel 

that it is probably a common feeling of true Twin Flames to crave and long for 

the mystical sexual union. It is rooted in the spiritual bond that Twins share. 

Many Twin Flames have had the ‘ d ark night of the soul ’  experience come on 

with full velocity, as a result of the Kundalini energy rising. This takes courage 

and strength to go through, as the experience of transmuting and integrating all 

of one ’ s inner darkness is no small feat. For myself, as a woman in her fifties, 

I have gradually transmuted and integrated my shadow-side. I feel that for my-

self, my coming experience of Kundalini rising and sacred Twin Flame sex will 

be a smooth transition with much ecstatic joy. The Twin Flame journey has so 

many strange dichotomies, as all aspects of Dark and Light are seeking inte-

gration. Wholeness and oneness are the end result.  

The sexual bliss of Twin Flames making love, fully anchored in a sustainable 

Divine Union, will send out ripples of Divine Love that will be felt by all people 

within their proximity. It is my heart knowing that this is a secret love-weapon 

designed by God to help defeat Team Dark ’ s agenda. This sounds like a ro-

mantic fantasy, but to a true Twin Flame it resonates deep within the heart. 

Remember that mystical Kundalini experiences are just another phase of the 

Twin Flame journey that is orchestrated in divine timing. It involves spontaneity 

and is not in your control. 
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Loving Yourself 

as the Beloved 

Pursuing a relationship with your 

Twin Flame is futile without a fully 

developed relationship with your-

self first. Self-love is the key to 

LOVE itself. Fully realized self-love 

is of great importance to the Twin 

Flame journey. Love yourself and 

your inner child. Your inner child 

may be going through a period of 

great healing right now and you 

are being asked to love, nurture 

and listen to your inner child. 

Simply loving yourself can create the 

same energy exchange with your Twin 

Flame. What you do for yourself affects 

him/her in their energy field. When you 

love yourself as The Beloved, your Twin 

Flame will mirror that love back to you. 

Focus only on self-love and creative 

exploration. The rest will fall into place 

in divine timing. Have courage to pursue 

the path of Divine Union from a place of 

devotion, excellence and patience. 

Deepen your love of self and cherish 

yourself as you would want your Be-

loved to cherish you. When you achieve 

a beautiful and loving relationship with 

yourself, all other forms of love will flow 

from that.  

 

Get to know yourself fully through as-

trology. Get your natal chart done to 

gain access to information about your 

spiritual growth and destiny through an 

astrological perspective. If you know 

your Twin ’ s birthday, then you can 

look at his/her astrological chart as well. 

The art on this card has dolphins swim-

ming around the Beloveds. Dolphins 

spread their frequency through water to 

purify and raise the frequency of the 

water. Ask the dolphins for healing to 

assist you in loving yourself. 
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Some of the telltale signs that you are not loving yourself include people-

pleasing, codependent behaviors, neediness, blame, judgment, narcissistic 

tendencies or behaviors, and unrealistic expectations. Self-love is a mature and 

spiritual love that is fully anchored in the qualities of virtue. 

Be patient with yourself and your Twin Flame. Ask yourself if your Twin Flame 

is fully loving him/herself. It takes both of you; you both need to stand tall and 

strong, like pillars of Light shining the love of the Divine.  

Nurturing yourself and taking good care of your physical body is paramount to 

the Twin Flame journey. Spiritual and emotional body healing is just as impor-

tant as well. If you are experiencing a physical body healing crisis, I would rec-

ommend that you do your very best to treat it on all levels. The holistic ap-

proach is wise, since a physical disease or bodily injury always has a root 

cause in the spiritual and emotional body. I recovered from cancer ten years 

ago and ever since then I have taken extremely good care of myself with a 

focus on eating only organic, non GMO foods. I recently began a vegan diet. 

The way you love yourself will reflect in everything about you and people will 

take notice. The attractiveness of self-confidence and self-love becomes very 

magnetic. The more you love yourself, the more charming and irresistible you 

become to your Beloved. 

I used to look for love outside of myself and usually through pursuing a roman-

tic attachment of some kind. Embarking on the Twin Flame journey did not 

seem any different from my normal pattern at first. Then I learned how much 

the journey was about spending time with just myself. This included many 

nights of being alone, but not lonely. The more I love myself, the more I enjoy 

my own company.  

Loving yourself as the Beloved takes practice. Focus on being the best you, 

you can possibly be. The day will come when your Twin Flame will stand before 

you, in awe of you, and with eyes filled with love. The journey at that point will 

become so much easier and delightfully rewarding. For now you are in finishing 

school; a finishing school of the soul.  
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Masculine Devotion 

Christ consciousness and unconditional love are anchored into the Earth as the 

Twin Flames create a 'Love Energy Grid' around our planet. The 144,000 Illumi-

nated Twin Flames are a part of the original 'Root Light Race' designed by God 

for the expansion and evolution of humankind. They are the very first original 

Light force who lived with God. When these real original Twin Flames of the 

144,000 make love, it sparks and sends out powerful love energy into the Uni-

verse. This brings others together in love, and helps with the ascension process 

of humanity. It also heals the planet and people's hearts. Jesus and Mary Mag-

dalene anchored this energy of Twin Flame Love onto the planet 2000 years 

ago.  

This oracle card features the art image I created with a great passion and love 

for Christ. He is kissing his Beloved Twin Flame, Mary Magdalene’ s  feet. His 

Holy Grail Cup and her Holy Alabaster Jar sit upon the altar. Their arduous 

Twin Flame mission was also magical, miraculous and so sublime! Masculine 

devotion to the Divine Feminine is so lovingly and utterly expressed by Jesus 

Christ ’ s love for Mary Magdalene. They are my Twin Flame guides and proba-

bly yours too. Perhaps Jesus Christ has no more patience for the dogmatic 

opinions of those people who still believe that his Beloved Twin Flame and wife 

was a prostitute 2000 years ago? Masculine devotion is about honoring, de-

fending and protecting the Sacred Feminine. 
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Jesus Christ and Mary Magdalene are the ultimate Twin Flame guides.* That is 

why I have received several downloaded messages from Christ and Magdalene 

to help me on this journey. The gentle yet profound energy of Christ and Mary 

Magdalene exemplify the perfected Twin Flame union, one that is also a union 

with God. Their completely authentic guidance is invaluable. I personally would 

have left this journey years ago, without their loving guidance. Seek the guid-

ance of Mary Magdalene and Jesus within yourself, or hire a Twin Flame facili-

tator/healer that you resonate with. 

 

Scientists used to believe that our DNA was stationary and stagnant. But the 

new data reveals that our DNA is actually a divine, shimmering, waveform con-

figuration that is moment by moment being modified by Light, solar radiation, 

magnetic fields, thought forms, sonic impulses, and emotions! The future of our 

planet holds the gifts for continual upgrades to our spiritual and biological de-

velopment. The Holy Genetics of the physical body relates to the restoration of 

the original Divine Blueprint for humanity. We are in the process of transmuting 

our DNA from carbon based DNA to crystalline based DNA. Scientific theories 

now show that we can reprogram our DNA to heal ourselves with vibration. We 

all possess Holy Genetics. Activate your Keys and Codes of Light. Christ and 

Mary Magdalene's mission was to seed future generations on Earth with the 

Light Codes related to the ascension process. Preserving the Holy Genetics of 

Christ throughout the twelve races of Man is a fascinating topic covering Twin 

Flames, Christ and Mary Magdalene. Christ and Mary Magdalene had pro-

foundly mystical and magical experiences 2000 years ago and they welcome 

you to discover that you will also have magic and Godly experiences with your 

Twin Flame. 

 

The ways of devotional love are coming alive in these times. Men want to be 

devotional and spiritually whole more than ever. Make space for them to shed 

the old negative male programming that they unconsciously lived by for centu-

ries. Hold space for men with forgiveness and love. This will facilitate their rapid 

healing. Devotion and protection are innate qualities to men living in divine love. 
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Mirror Principle 

Mirror, Mirror my Twin Flame. 

What I see as you is really me, and 

vice versa. We mirror each other in 

more ways than one. This card is 

about your Twin Flame manifesting 

in your life as your greatest mirror 

and catalyst for your growth. What 

is your greatest spiritual lesson for 

this life, and how is your Twin 

Flame triggering you to grow and 

embrace your spiritual mastery? 

How is your Twin Flame mirroring 

back to you something that is al-

ready within you?  

These are questions you must ask your-

self. In the paragraphs to follow I will tell 

you of my own Twin Flame mirroring 

experience. 

When we honor the cycles of life, while 

dropping co-dependency we gain so 

much. With co-dependency gone there 

is no fear of loss anymore. For myself 

co-dependency manifested as a strong 

attachment to wanting a physical rela-

tionship with my Twin Flame. This ob-

sessive wanting and desiring was actu-

ally out of balance. My lesson involved 

having a balanced desire, that was free 

of attachments and dogmas. Even the 

Twin Flame path can get dogmatic. This 

leads to entrapment, and it is a trap that 

we put ourselves in by following some-

one else ’ s way — someone who as-

signs themselves to be the expect in a 

certain subject. I am rebellious by na-

ture and anything that gets too dog-

matic tends to irritate me. Truth is my 

religion, and what I have learned about 

Truth is that all Truths are true! It is a 

matter of perception. The key lies in 

following what is true for you. I was born 

with strong astrological influences of 

mutable signs, and it comes naturally 

for me to shift gears when I no longer 

resonate with something.  
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I also have my moon in Aries which can lead to certain mood swings like the 

one I recently had regarding my own state of celibacy. Fuck celibacy, as I wait 

for my Twin Flame year after year! That was my mood last week, but thankfully 

I came to my senses before I actually pursued a meaningless one-night-stand. I 

still believe in keeping my womb space pure and sacred. Through further proc-

essing of my emotions I realized that what I was really doing through this mood 

swing was attempting to release my obsessive attachment to my Twin Flame, 

through using another man as a distraction! That would have been karmic. 

Thankfully, there was not a sexy and flirtatious man around during my mood 

swing. I truly forgave my humanness, and I realized that to truly let go of my 

attachment I had to just DO IT, and without faking that I was doing it! 

 

At the same time I was carrying on a conversation with my spiritual guides, 

expressing my deep sorrow and frustration over being alone for so many years. 

Loneliness can sometimes get the best of you during certain moods. My shift 

out of this frustration/attachment energy came from being deeply honest about 

my pain, and by crying out for help! Help arrived because I asked, and I rarely 

ask. I am rigidly independent sometimes, which is ironic because I have been 

struggling with dropping co-dependent energy. Interdependence is mutual de-

pendence between things, but co-dependence is characterized by excessive 

emotional or psychological reliance on a partner. It typically requires support on 

account of an illness or unhealthy addiction. A Twin Flame relationship should 

strive to be perfectly balanced and wholesome. 

 

In the six years I have known my Twin Flame my issues around unrequited love 

have been triggered through him being my object of desire; one who is un-

reachable and unattainable. At the same time he also has an object of desire in 

his life that is unreachable and unattainable - an unrequited love interest, in the 

form of a past lover who left him. Through the mirror principle my letting go of 

him energetically, may possibly result in him letting go of her. Consequentially, 

this may lead to him appreciating my offered 'cup of love'. That’ s  how the 

mirror principle works. 
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The mirror principle shows us how to evolve through our Twin Flame. My les-

son was to let go in faith. I honestly gave it my best shot, I DID LET GO of him, 

by contemplating dating again. This contemplation came from an earnest effort 

to move out of my obsessive energy toward him. I was starting to realize how I 

had trapped myself ( and him )  through an over-focus on our physical union! 

Traps constrict and inhibit expansion and freedom. Within days of my letting go, 

The Universe brought me a new female friend with the energy of Goddess Lak-

shmi! Of course, how appropriate! Now I feel an unlimited abundance of love, 

not unrequited love. 

I am freer now because I freed myself, and I stopped limiting my life experi-

ences based on an obsessive attachment to my Twin. My Twin Flame will be 

feeling this on a very deep as well. He might even shift his own co-dependent 

behavior towards his past lover. But, even that thought as potential outcome is 

not my job, or choice - it is his choice and it will be based upon his freewill. To 

truly love him unconditionally requires this deep level of respect for his freewill 

and choice. He is NOT obligated to be with me, regardless of what spiritual 

contract we signed, or promise we may have made in the pre-birth state of 

being. This is breaking Twin Flame Dogma, because one of the most soul dam-

aging things for Twin Flames is holding on to bitterness over your Twin chang-

ing his/her mind about you. Breaking a promise? A promise is merely an expec-

tation! Drop the expectations and live in the now! Then, when you least expect 

it, even if it is years down the road, all may shift. 

 

“To offer no resistance to life is to be in a state of 
grace, ease and lightness. This state is then no longer 
dependent upon things being in a certain way, good 
or bad. All those things, of course, will still pass 
away, cycles will come and go, but with dependency 
gone there is no fear of loss anymore.” 

-Eckhart Tolle, The Power of Now 
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This powerful quote represents an experience I had seven months ago when I 

last saw my Twin Flame. I was in so much fear over him possibly rejecting me 

that I had a dream of a rat under my kitchen sink. In the dream I resisted and I 

cried out like a child, as I pushed on the cabinet door with all my might to keep 

the rat from attacking me. My own fear was attacking me, and my resistance to 

letting go of my strong attachment manifested as a rat. This rat medicine sym-

bol showed up again seven months later as a gift from a neighbor. I expressed 

a desire to have a raft to float on the lake and she gave me an inflatable inner 

tube, with a graphic design of a rat on it! “ No thank you ”  I said, as I laughed 

at the metaphor. I can float on grace now! 

 

Metaphorically speaking, if you put a lit floating candle upon the water that 

flame will stay lit as long as you keep your emotional balance. If you don't con-

trol your fiery emotions, a tidal wave of water will wash over the sacred flame 

and put it out. What lives between fire and water? It is the state of grace. Grace 

lives in a state of emotional balance and an acceptance of what is. If you can 

live your life in a state of grace then all the abundance that you truly deserve 

will just come to you, without struggle or fear that you will be denied! 

With tears of joy I think I have finally mastered this lesson that my Twin Flame 

has helped me to learn, by simply being my mirror. This happened through my 

NOT getting my way when I wanted it. His mirroring of unrequited love was 

quite a lesson for me? Perhaps the inner workings of his psyche knew this all 

along, but certainly his conscious self had no clue. In the Twin Flame mirroring 

dynamic, the conscious and the unconscious states of being work together to 

help you master certain lessons for your growth. 

What is your mirroring experience with your Twin Flame? How sharp is the 

triggering? If it is time to finally master something it will surely be in your face, 

big time! Mastery through mirroring; look at how this relates to your Twin Flame 

relationship.  
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Multi-Dimensional 
Realities 

Another aspect of me is looking down 

upon another dimensional aspect of 

me, in this art image called Ballet of 

The Tree of Life. I created the art of 

this card to express our multi-

dimensional selves. I am a multi-

dimensional being and like a dia-

mond, I shine my Light from many 

sides, many faces, many experiences 

and many dimensional levels. TIME 

as we know it is an illusion and a trick 

of the mind living in the 3rd dimen-

sional reality. Vibration on the other 

hand, can give us a truer understand-

ing of the nature of reality. 

The higher ( faster )  our vibration 

gets, the less dense we become.  

Think of a spinning top, and how it 

visually changes at a fast spin.  

 

Our multi-dimensional selves work 

together - higher self, 3D self, in other 

words all our multi-dimensional selves 

are working together as a unit. It is the 

team of you. You are not separate 

from this team of you, and these other 

aspects of you go all the way up to the 

God-head. 

 

The trajectory of your Twin Flame 

union is dependent upon you standing 

in your power as a sovereign being. 

Other people may try to sway you in 

one direction or another based upon 

what they feel is possible for you. Only 

you can know what is right for you. 

You are a multi-dimensional being with 

a soul mission to accomplish with your 

Twin Flame. Other people may not 

understand this. The truth is, your 

Twin Flame has a higher dimensional 

aspect of himself/herself with you all 

the time. This is unseen to others, but 

do you feel your Twin Flame around 

you, even when you are not together 

physically? The next page starts out 

with a quote from some multi-

dimensional, galactic beings. 
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“ Y ou reside within multiple dimensions of consciousness and light simultane-

ously. This is so relevant to Twin Flames. We introduced our SELF as our two 

extremes of feminine and masculine expression. It is true that you have per-

ceived higher dimensional beings in male or female forms as some of us. 

Pleiadians still enjoy holding a masculine or feminine form. However, we are 

always intimately connected with our Divine Complement. Since time and 

space do not exist in the fifth dimension in the same manner as in the physical 

world, one of us can be on our Homeworld and the other in a Starship traveling 

the Universe without feeling any sense of separation. 

We can do so because we returned to our true, multidimensional nature when 

we ascended back into the fifth dimension. Thus, we can experience two or 

more realities within the same moment of the NOW. In other words, we experi-

ence our life as ONE being who is experiencing two ( in fact many more than 

two )  realities at once. ”  written by Mytria from Alcyone 

The above quoted statement gives a taste of what the fifth dimensional con-

sciousness will be like in the future. From a multi-dimensional perspective you 

are always with your Twin Flame and no sense of suffering or separation exists. 

Experiencing life only as a 3rd dimensional reality can end for yourself now. Do 

not think that you need to wait for the masses to wake up. The masses are 

waking up gradually by you pioneering the expansion of consciousness for 

humanity. I have evolved beyond believing that a savoir being is coming in the 

physical during the end times. This is because we are evolving fast enough to 

realize that we are our own saviors. The most empowering trajectory for hu-

manity is now possible. You can call it the New Earth if you like, but I don ’ t  

feel that 'New Earth 'means that we are going to move to another planet other 

than this one. Mother Gaia is so beautiful and she loves us all unconditionally. 

LOVE as the most powerful force in the Universe. We can do anything and that 

includes healing this world that we live on now. A maze of unlimited realities 

exist, and they are entered through our choices. Choose wisely and choose 

Divine Union with your Beloved! 
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Oneness Of Soul 

“ Every human being has a Twin Soul. When man leapt like a spark from the 

bosom of his Creator, he was two in one and these two parts complemented 

each other perfectly; each was the other ’ s twin. These two halves became 

separated; they took different directions, and they have evolved separately. If 

they come to recognize each other at any point during their evolution, it is be-

cause each carries the image of the other in the depth of his being; each has 

put his seal on the other. Thus, each carries the image of this Twin Soul within. 

The image may be blurred, but it is there. For this reason, everyone who comes 

to Earth has a vague hope that he will meet somewhere a soul, who will be 

everything he needs, and that with this soul he will find indescribable harmony 

and perfect fusion. ”  

~ the late Bulgarian Master, Omraam Aivanhov 

The silk painting I created titled Twin 

Flames, shown to the left, was created to 

represent the ‘ Three-Fold Flame of the 

Heart ’ . The threefold flame is another 

term for the heart flame, composed of 

three intertwining flames: the blue flame 

of power, the yellow flame of wisdom and 

the pink flame of love. These three 

flames also correspond to the Trinity: 

Father (Brahma ) , Son ( Vishnu )  and 

Holy Spirit ( Shiva ) . This painting was 

purchased in Mount Shasta by a woman, 

who was seeking to find her Twin Flame. 

I was grateful that she found a represen-

tation of her Beloved through my art. 
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The subject of Twin Flames can be highly charged emotionally for people who 

are Twin Flames. The Twin Flame Journey is an intense process of spiritual 

growth. If you speak to people who are not Twin Flames, they probably will not 

understand the intensity and seemingly overzealous fascination with the topic. 

The quote on the opposite page by Omraam Aivanhov states that everyone has 

a Twin Soul, which holds the same meaning as Twin Flame. This is not the 

case in my opinion, because if that were so, everyone would resonate strongly 

with the pull to reconnect with the one. For many people The Beloved is God. 

For Twin Flames The Beloved is their Twin Flame, as God. This is something 

that I, as a Twin Flame can relate to deeply. The intensity of being a Twin 

Flame himself is probably how and why the master Omraam Aivanhov thought 

that everyone has a Twin Flame. What I have always felt about God and The 

Universe is that the billions of ways The Creator expresses life is infinitely di-

verse and complex. Twin Flames are perhaps the romantics of The Universe, 

and in my experience, the ones who exude passion out of their pores! They are 

poets, dreamers, way-showers, visionaries, and world-bridgers. They seek to 

unite and heal and they take this pursuit very seriously; almost as if God was 

depending upon them to fulfill a mission so auspicious that it is beyond their 

comprehension to fully understand it's importance. 

Twin Flames are ancient souls and they do not seek fame, fortune or glory. 

They are here to be sovereign beings and break old paradigms of dysfunctional 

relationship patterns. They are romantics, but not in the traditional sense which 

involves needy, greedy or jealous expressions in their relationships. The pursuit 

of reuniting with one ’ s Twin Flame usually becomes an intense spiritual jour-

ney, involving many years of balancing one ’ s own energy through temper-

ance, celibacy and a spiritual practice. 
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Many cycles of karmic balancing will be 

running concurrently throughout the Twin 

Flames ’  separate journeys, through sev-

eral incarnations. This preparation for 

divine union is essential. Perhaps the most 

beautiful thing to witness is when the Twin 

Flames become expanded versions of 

themselves and then join back together as 

masters. Then they may inspire others 

with their charismatic and divine presence! 

This is the goal, however the amount of 

patience this will require can only be de-

scribed as saint-like! So be it. It is what it 

is. 

Patience & Preparation 
Welcome to the Twin Flame journey; the most valuable journey you will ever 

love and sometimes despise. Your ego will be constantly challenged to release 

its grip over your life and your behavior patterns. You will muster up patience 

beyond what you ever thought was possible or necessary, for just a relation-

ship. It is not just a relationship, it is an opportunity of a lifetime. This lifetime 

was predestined to include a Divine Union relationship with your Twin Flame. 

First you will learn all the things that a Divine Union relationship is not. If you 

can make it past this phase, and you still want to be on the Twin Flame path, 

then it proves that you really are a Twin Flame, and not just into it because it is 

trending at this time. 

You might lose friends, because they do not understand you, or because they 

think you are completely obsessed. If your Twin Flame is famous, they might 

even mock you. You will learn that it doesn ’ t  matter what anyone thinks and 

the ones who will truly understand you will be other Twin Flames.  
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The preparation for Divine Union with your Twin Flame has been occurring 

throughout your whole life. This will dawn on you suddenly, when you reflect 

back on your life. You may be shocked to learn upon meeting your Twin Flame 

for the first time, that he/she seems to care less about the connection. This is 

because they are the un-awakened Twin. Their awakening will become the thing 

that you long for, and sometimes cry yourself to sleep about. You will find the 

most challenging part of the journey is to wait and wait and wait for them to 

awaken to the connection. You feel so strongly about them and you just want to 

hug them and love them. If you don ’ t exercise constraint, then you will com-

pletely push them away. You can plant some seeds though. If you write them a 

love letter that is revealing of your feelings, they may avoid you for a long time. 

You can think of the letter as the seeds of love, that will hopefully grow. I think of 

it as a love seed bomb waiting for the right timing to sprout. That timing will be 

orchestrated by the soul, and like it or not, you are not in control! 

You will find that the internet is swimming with advice such as Tarot card read-

ers, and a host of people trying to make a living around this Twin Flame phe-

nomena. Be careful with your pocketbook, because it is very tempting for people 

to tell you what you want to hear out of a desire to make money. Also, they may 

be offering advice that is a projection of how they personally feel about the Twin 

Flame path, based on their own experience, positive or negative. Use discern-

ment. They may claim to be channeling your guides or angels. If you strongly do 

not resonate with what they say, then they are probably not channeling your true 

guides or angels. When choosing a Twin Flame healer/facilitator a very deep 

resonance with the person should be felt. You may feel a strong resonance to a  

certain ascended master or angelic being, that has always been with you. It is a 

very personal journey and you must go with your own gut feelings. 
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All Twin Flame reunions demand patience, endurance, perseverance and limit-

less inner spiritual muscle strength. They are not 'easy' in the sense that they 

challenge the ego to release its grip on the Spirit and the Heart. This challenge 

and journey is the path of ascension, through the focus of Twin Flame reunion. 

Your deep longing for your Twin Flame is the longing for union with your soul. 

For many of you reading this, the timing for Divine Union and physical reunion 

with your Beloved is now, because you are now fully prepared for it. 

For the majority of Twin Flames the full physical union has not happened yet. 

The union need not result in living a life with the Beloved in the physical. This is 

true for some Twin Flames. A true Twin Flame has to develop a depth of clarity 

about their own journey. Many Twin Flames connect to the non-embodied Twin 

Flame from the Spirit realms with perfect contentment. That may not be the 

case for you, if you picked this card. What is right for you will be guided by your 

Spiritual Guides and Angels. If the destiny of your life includes physical reunion 

with your Beloved in this lifetime, then it was written in your soul ’ s plan before 

your birth. Some Twin relationships happen in unique ways, like having a child 

or a pet who is your Twin Flame. There is no ‘ one size fits all'  scenario. 

Physical Reunion 

As a female Twin Flame I have witnessed 

so many other female Twin Flames longing 

to bring the qualities of Heaven down to 

Earth through their Twin Flame union. This 

anchoring process is fully underway. I feel 

that the majority of Twin Flames incarnated  

now will be in a physical union with each 

other within a few years. The time is now 

for these unions to happen. The long 

preparations are completing. The rewards 

of the journey you have earned. Embrace 

this victory Beloveds; it is time! 
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As for physical reunion, if you keep believing it will not happen, it will not. Be-

liefs are very powerful in shaping your reality. Be careful with beliefs, because 

they don ’ t always come from the heart and soul. Sometimes they come from 

unconscious negative patterning that developed over many past lifetimes. 

Know that you can reprogram your unconscious mind in 21 days when using 

the right techniques. Don ’ t  forget that you are powerful. 

Could it be that the Twin Flame's most effected by this deep desire for physical 

reunion are simply feeling into their soul' destiny? I believe this is so and it is 

linked to the divine service and mission that you and your Twin Flame so ea-

gerly signed up for upon reincarnating here. The evolution of consciousness 

requires everything that LOVE has to offer, and God ’ s Beloved Twin Flames 

anchor tremendous amounts of unconditional Love and Light onto the planet.  

The energy of Twin Flames united in service to the Creator and humanity are 

the energy portal of the Mystical Marriage*. It represents the energy of purity 

and original divine innocence. Nonetheless, we as human beings in the 3rd 

dimension of duality have experienced the great wounding of falling from the 

higher dimensions. By living relationship dramas created in 3D reality, and 

which have been steeped in heaviness and conflict, we have suffered greatly. 

Those old conflicts are resolving rapidly now. Divine timing for mass unions is 

strong in this year of 2019. The reunion of Twin Flames need not be delayed 

any longer! Open the portal for your reunion with your Beloved by clearing any 

remaining obstacles or negative emotions that may be blocking the flow of this 

great gift. You deserve the blissful physical reunion with your Beloved Twin 

Flame. I leave you with these poetic words that came from feeling my union. 

When time melts away and longings are fulfilled, 

The liquid love of the Twin Flame bond dances ever still. 

In a perfect peaceful stillness you vibrate high, and you fly with the Bird Tribes. 

Knowing you are Angels once again creates peace and bliss. 

With your nest on the ground, your Love has found, 

Home. 
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Safe Container 

This oracle card represents pro-

tecting your union with your Twin 

Flame from dark or sinister forces. 

Team Dark* has a strong agenda 

to sabotage Twin Flame unions.  

Do not go into fear; just use the 

best tools available for protecting 

yourself and your Twin Flame. Try 

Lisa Renee ’ s 12D Shield Building 

Technique* 

The next topic of protection in-

volves not speaking of your Twin 

Flame relationship with others. If 

you are in a harmonious, physical 

relationship with your Twin already 

then no worries. People usually don ’ t  

extend a negative perspective on things 

that are proof positive in the physical.  

 

In order to create a safe container for 

your union with your Twin Flame, it is 

necessary to safeguard your union with 

the pure intention to follow your own 

inner knowing and not the opinions of 

other people. The projections of other 

well-meaning people are laced with 

their own version of brain fog and judg-

ments. Friends will probably look at it 

only from the 3rd dimensional perspec-

tive. What about God's perspective? Do 

the heartbroken, jaded or the cynical 

have a clear perspective on love? I 

think not. 

 

Visualize a protective egg, a Holy Grail 

cup, or container surrounding your in-

tention for union with your Beloved Twin 

Flame. Forgive all who don't under-

stand, then bless your union with an 

energy of safety and protection. Follow 

the guidance of your heart; it will not fail 

you. Hold your union with your Beloved 

Twin Flame in your mind ’ s eye with an 

energy of purity and original innocence. 

From the multi-dimensional perspective 

your harmonious union with your Be-

loved is the true reality!  
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If you feel a lack of self-worth, you will definitely get that mirrored back to you 

from the words spoken from others, even your best friends! It is just the Law of 

Attraction. The inner work to heal issues of self-worth and self-esteem must be 

done within yourself and not spoken about, unless the person is a qualified 

spiritual counselor.  

 

My feelings of being unsupported in receiving my heart ’ s desires are some-

times triggered in this journey. I was getting so much negative feedback from 

friends and acquaintances over my zealous talk about my Twin Flame. I was 

even mocked by a lady who laughed at me. This triggered me deeply, until I 

remembered that life will always test you to NOT react. Sometimes jealousy 

plays into people's opinions. What triggered me was a deeply laden fear of evil 

always being triumphant over good, and Twin Flame unions are not what Team 

Dark wants. But the energy of sabotage can become self-sabotage if you are 

not careful to examine your reactions to the way other people view you. Send 

them love for reminding you that you will be triumphant in LOVE, no matter 

what the outside world thinks. Usually, talking about something that has not yet 

manifested in the physical will backfire on you. It is an energy of seeking valida-

tion from things or people that are outside of yourself. It represents a lack of 

self confidence, clarity and knowing yourself. You must be empowered and 

clear about your desires from within! 

 

Women are the space-holders and leaders of Twin Flame unions. Female Twin 

Flames need to lead with patience, devotion and faith! The Divine Masculine 

Collective is dealing with their own set of growth obstacles and they need the 

support of the Divine Feminine Collective. Be confident. You, as a woman, are 

done with the old, worn-out 3D style male/female relationships as well as the 

dating game. Your passion is aligned with your soul, because you are ready in 

your spiritual evolution and in your heart. Lead with grace. Love the Sacred 

Masculine with all your heart. Feed your Twin Flame journey with positive vibes 

and create the space for your union with your Beloved Twin Flame. Protect and 

nurture that sacred space with your loving thoughts and intentions. 
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Sexual Intimacy 

The sacred love making of Twin Flames is 

one of attaining higher consciousness. 

When Twin Flames come together and their 

love is shared tactically with one another, 

the Kundalini fire ignites. This passion is a 

union of souls and sexuality which becomes 

a sacred tool. The Twin Flame vibrations 

mirror one another and the sexual union 

becomes so powerful it is like touching 

Heaven. When their masculine and femi-

nine energies blend, so many levels of 

magnetic and spiritual harmony simultane-

ously occur.  

Electrical energy flows and mirrors between the Twins. This higher conscious-

ness brings into alignment all of their chakras with the cosmic energy of the 

Universe. What is occurring through sexual merging is the merging of the  

Twins ’  chakra systems into one. 

The couple will feel as if they are in simultaneous dimensions and an inner 

knowing will fill them up completely. There is a meeting of the minds and of the 

souls. The sacred sexuality of this union is blessed in every possible way imag-

inable. They will find the universal truth by accessing sacred knowledge of 

these simultaneous dimensions. It is multi-orgasmic for both. Time and space 

do not exist when in spiritual bliss, nor does any one reality. This describes the 

sacred marriage of Twin Flames through making love. 

During normal intercourse there is an expenditure of energy that leaves a per-

son feeling drained. Men tend to fall asleep and women tend to go about their 

routines afterward. However, the sexual union between Twin Flames is defi-

nitely a complete connection of energy building. This is the Kundalini fire. 
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Deep prolonged ecstasy occurs and the brain becomes harmonious with both 

left and right brain functioning. This creates an experience of an unclouded, 

unlimited perception. There is equilibrium of mind, body, and spirit. Ones en-

ergy does not feel drained, but revitalized. During sacred sexual union, one is 

aware of both the conscious and the unconscious. It is both male and female 

essence. It is self-realization and spiritual harmony. It is a balance of soul and 

universe with God. This connection is indescribable in human words. There is 

an inner awareness of being one with all. It is a love of one ’ s inner self, con-

necting with your mirrored Twin Flame. 

Sexual intimacy with your Twin will bring up any blockages in the chakras. This 

will create a purging effect. Chakra blockages need to be addressed and sexual 

intimacy may need to stop during that time. The energy channels must be fully 

healed and purified to allow the divine source energy to flow freely. Erectile 

dysfunction for an example, could indicate a male with a first chakra issue and 

a severe emotional blockage. 

Upon meeting my Twin Flame, I felt guided to be celibate. I knew I had found 

the one whom I had always dreamed of; a partner to experience love-making 

as a spiritual and sexual experience - an experience of Heaven and Earth 

merged together. However, like with most of the awakened Twins, I entered the 

preparation phase of the journey that would include many years of celibacy and 

having little or no physical contact with my Twin Flame. 

My Beloved, being half way around the world, had no contact with me, except 

for social media messaging. I was tempted to flirt with him through messaging 

and I did a few times, until I realized that it was going to be taken the wrong 

way, if I didn't stop. It took some time to get used to the fact that he was not yet 

awakened to this Twin Flame connection. 

The state of celibacy actually works to clear out the energy of sexual partners 

from your past. They have no business being in your energy field. You are pre-

paring for Divine Union and this includes celibacy for a good reason. 
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Shadow 

Integration 
Intense purification through shadow work becomes the focus of every earnest 

Beloved on the Twin Flame journey. The deep purging process has brought us 

to our knees literally and figuratively. The sacred violet flame is a flame of Light 

from the heavenly Violet Ray. It can be used for purification and clearing of your 

physical, emotional and spiritual bodies during your shadow work. Call upon 

Saint Germain; he is the keeper of this violet flame. Other spiritual tools include 

plant medicines and fasting. My spiritual path and the nature of my personality 

prompted me to take the fast-track to the cleansing and purging of my being 

through the use of plant medicines. 

 

Become fully prepared for divine union through the process of healing and puri-

fying yourself. The collective divine feminine and the divine masculine collective 

have been through a major purging and purifying process. These processes 

continue. 

I am a Pure, Divine Being. This I know on 

an intellectual level, as my mind knows of 

the thoughts expressed through the many 

metaphysical books I have read. However, 

beyond information, there is the need to 

connect with the deepest feelings of the 

heart; a heart that has been heart-broken 

many times. These layers of buried grief 

and pain must be uncovered to achieve a 

reset and revival of the Spirit. How many 

layers of pain and stories of drama live 

inside you? It does not matter how many. 

What matters is your fearless passion to 

uncover them and take a look at them, so 

you may become a friend to them. That is 

shadow integration. 
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If we try to fight off or push it away our shadow self it will haunt us. The dys-

functional patterns of our shadow self must be released. The dark night of the 

soul once embraced as a part of the human experience, can bring us growth 

that is awe-inspiring! You are a human, who has an amazing story to tell; a 

story of victory and profound glory. Take off some layers, my dear friends. 

'Human' is the flip side of divine and just like the Yin-Yang symbol, one side 

cannot be without the other. They are one and they are whole. Black and white 

can live together in harmony. Polarity integration is the crux of soul integration. 

Shadow/polarity integration is probably the most challenging part of the Twin 

Flame journey. The journey usually starts with the process of healing the 

shadow self, which can be an extremely painful process for some. It really has 

to do with what is buried deep inside you. I was given the news of a deep past-

life wound through a psychic, when my Twin Flame journey began. At that time 

I had a strong attachment to a Catalyst Twin Flame*. He was also in my life to 

clear a past-life we had together that involved soul trauma. 

Transmuting fear is a large part of shadow work. In order to come into union with 

your Twin Flame, you have to transmute your inner fears. Your Twin will pick up 

on your fears instantly. Your fears stem from our childhood wounding, ancestral 

karma and past life wounding. The deep soul healing work, if not completed, will 

create an unbalanced and unsustainable relationship with your Twin. You may 

need to separate from your Twin to work on yourself. Healthy boundaries comes 

from a wisdom of knowing what needs to come first. Put your healing first and 

detach from your Twin Flame during this process, if needed. 

Fear is actually the opposite of love. I once had a powerful visitation from my 

Twin Flame in meditation; it was my Twin Flame coming to me from his as-

cended master level of consciousness. His energy formed a ball, and that en-

ergy ball I held in my arms. I felt an indescribable sense of divine power and love 

permeate my entire being. Then fear entered my mind and poof, the moment 

was broken. I recently saw my Twin Flame in the physical and fear came up for 

me. I thought I had transmuted all that fear. I had more shadow work to com-

plete. Be patience with the process! 
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Angel numbers vary. Usually it is 11-11 or 

144 or a combinations of double fours 

and ones, but this varies from person to 

person. 

Twin Flame signs can come in many 

forms. You may see the name of your 

Twin Flame on everything. You may hear 

his/her name in a song just as you turn on 

the radio. Things like that are signs. Te-

lepathy is a very strong sign that you are 

connected to your Twin Flame on a very 

deep level. I have had very few conversa-

tions with my Twin Flame in person, but 

recently when I did, I felt that he could 

read my mind. Another sign is mirroring. 

One example of this from my own experi-

ence is when I put my Kahlil Gibran book 

on my dresser. The very next day my 

Twin placed a post about Kahlil Gibran on 

his social media page.  This is a subtle 

example, but the signs you experience 

will usually be subtle. They are still very 

potent and valid. The Universe uses 

signs, angel numbers and synchronicities 

to help us bypass our logical mind.  

 

Signs 

& Angel Numbers 
Signs, synchronicities and seeing 

numbers like 144* all the time are 

clear indications from your spiri-

tual guides that you are on the 

right track and that you are pro-

gressing on your Twin Flame 

journey. 

The angel numbers, as they are 

called by some, are actually giving 

you activations along the way. 

They are reprogramming your 

subconscious mind, because they 

are ascension activation codes. 
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If we didn ’ t have these subtle clues along the path, we are likely to give up, 

because it can be very challenging to try to anchor in a new paradigm into the 

3rd dimensional reality through a Twin Flame relationship. 

The concept of synchronicity is based on the idea that the individual, through 

the unconscious, has access to an "absolute knowledge" which is not bound by 

the limitations of space or time. C. G. Jung's primary source of material for this 

hypothesis was to be found in his study of dreams. 

The song Synchronicity by The Police reminds me of the Twin Flame Journey: 

With one breath, with one flow 

You will know, Synchronicity 

A sleep trance, a dream dance, 

A shared romance, Synchronicity 

A connecting principle, 

Linked to the invisible 

Almost imperceptible 

Something inexpressible. 

Science insusceptible 

Logic so inflexible 

Causally connectable 

Nothing is invincible 

If we share, this nightmare 

Then we can dream Spiritus mundi 

If you act, as you think, 

The missing link, Synchronicity 

A connecting principle, 

Linked to the invisible 

Almost imperceptible 

Something inexpressible. 

Science insusceptible, 

Logic so inflexible 

Causally connectable 

Nothing is invincible 

We know you, they know me 

Extrasensory, Synchronicity 

A star fall, a phone call, 

It joins all, Synchronicity 

A connecting principle, 

Linked to the invisible 

Almost imperceptible 

Something inexpressible. 

Science insusceptible 

Logic so inflexible 

Causally connectable 

Nothing is invincible 

It's so deep, it's so wide 

Your inside, 

Synchronicity 

Effect without a cause 

Sub-atomic laws, scientific pause 

Synchronicity... 
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Stellar Unicorn 

Unicorns hold the same vibration 

as the angelic kingdom and they 

have a very pure consciousness. 

Unicorns were once a part of this 

world, living in enchanted forests, 

but like fairies and mer-people 

they had to move into another 

dimension because the people of 

earth tended to chase and hunt 

them. They decided to take refuge 

in a higher realm of earth until the 

people were more ready for them. 

They embody purity, wisdom and 

a sense of magic. 

In the starry cosmos there is a 'Stellar 

Nation of the Unicorns', spoken of in the 

book called 'Stellar Nations'. See recom-

mendations page. To quote the authors, 

“ W ith this special inner journey, we 

wished to awaken the mystical stellar 

pathway that leads us to the heavenly 

cradle of the Twin Flames. We can arrive 

to one of the stars of the constellation 

forming a unicorn in the sky, to Delta 

Monocerotis, the star that carries one of 

the magical mysteries of the Stellar Na-

tion of the Unicorns. This is the place on 

the stage of Creation, where the One 

became two. Thus such a world is re-

vealed here, where we can recognize our 

Twin Flame, our other half –  the soul part 

that emerges from our universal self to 

begin a separate life. Through this beauti-

ful pathway we can recognize the real 

essence of our twin mate. We can under-

stand the individual qualities and mission 

of our common path; and we can also 

learn whether there is still something that 

separates us from being complemented 

and arriving home within each other. ”  

You may have picked this card to learn 

more about your own unicorn connection 

and to reach a completely purified state of 

being. You are on a pathway back to 

Original Innocence through your Twin. 
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This planet has suffered from so much corruption and dark infiltration. Twin 

Flame unions are targeted by the dark forces because the success of the Twin 

Flames in union are becoming a huge catalyst for planetary transformation.  

Purification of your Twin Flame path involves breaking free of Team Darks 

shenanigans to keep you from achieving Twin Flame Physical Divine Union. I 

highly recommend a Lightwarrior named Sainy from the United Kingdom to 

assist you, through her activations that cut through the layers of traps that 

Team Dark have created to stop unions from succeeding. Sainy’ s  contact 

information is on the recommendations page. She has the most powerful acti-

vations to assist you in breaking free from the hidden programs that are AI 

based, and that were created with the intention to stop unions from manifesting. 

Sorry Team Dark; you are done meddling with my union! I will not stand for it; 

end of story. 

Many Twin Flames that have experienced years of heartache due to their Twin 

Flame ’ s karmic partner blocking their union. It is important to note that some-

times the karmic partner is Team Dark ’ s most powerful tool they use to sabo-

tage your union. Do not react to the karmic partner with hate, anger or jealousy. 

They might not be to blame, as they may be just pawns in the game. I cannot 

stress this enough, and you don’ t  want to build karma by falling prey to an 

insidious, evil game that is playing out through the karmic partner. 

I believe that it is not about fearing or hating Team Dark, it is about transcend-

ing their agendas from an empowered state of mind, and with a mind and heart 

that also embraces sacred neutrality. If you do not react then they have no 

power over you. We came to this planet to experience the Light and the Dark.  

Heed the warnings of how Team Dark does not want you to achieve union. Get 

help from Sainy ’ s activations if you feel called to. I feel empowered in my 

ability to manifest my union now, and I no longer have feelings of wanting to 

give up on the path. I do not feel stuck anymore, and I feel these activations by 

Sainy are invaluable and helping me break free of any traps. 
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Sun King & Queen 

The Spiritual Sun shines within you, dearest hearts of pure soul fire, 

and Seraphim desires of loveliness, on a sun-kissed day. 

With lilies in bloom, BE the Love Glow, by my side today and always, 

I gaze…. into you, in awe. 

The Sun King & Queen of an Ancient Future reveals, 

an ecstatic existence of bliss and peace. Hold this prayer in your heart, 

until it blooms and grows into a Twin Tower of Divine Love, manifested. 

Summer Reign of Pleasure and Bliss….the Feel of your Kiss on my Skin. 

I am Queen, and you and are my King, 

and I am Elevated and Revitalized by your Passionate Love. 
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The Four Archetypes of the Human Psyche 

 

The Warrior: Positive Aspects: Fighting for a Good Cause, Trust, Conviction, 

Taking Responsibly for the World, Exerting Authority, Activisms, Appropriate 

Aggressiveness, Focused Mind and Body, Disciplined, Mature Acts of Nobility, 

Heroic, Dragon Energy.  

The Magician: God or Goddess Magic, Wizard, Priest or Priestess, Amplified 

Psychic Gifts Activated, Messiah, Blessed by the Holy Spirit, Law of One, Phys-

ics, Divine Technology, Sacred Geometry, Spiritual Mastery through Initiations.  

The Lovers: Playful, Passion, Empathic, Deep Feeler, Unlimited Totality, Bliss-

ful, Twin Energy, Angelic Energy, Fairy Realms, Tantric Sexual Fulfillment, 

Sensual Appreciation, Sacred Connection, Oneness Experienced through the 

Physical Glory of Sexual Intimacy. 

The King: Primal King Energy, Father Energy, Strong and Manly Physically, 

Courageous Emperors or Rulers, The Link between the Human World and the 

Divine World, Divine Sovereignty, Divine Right Order, Fertility and Providing 

Blessings. Divine, Sacred Masculine Mastery, Compassion Humanitarian, Ma-

ture Greatness, a God-Realized Man, an Emotionally Balanced Caregiver. 

The Queen: Divine Mother Energy, Queen Bee, Role Model, Divine Feminine, 

Empowered Woman, Courageous and Free, Priestess, Kind and Wise Leader, 

Embodies Divinity, Graceful Beauty, Compassion Humanitarian, Goddess 

Risen, Priestess of Blessings, Infinite Love and Nurturing. 

 

Rectifying the shadow aspects of the four archetypes is our challenge and spiri-

tual task as men and women. Twin Flames are blessed by high levels of spiri-

tual mastery, as old souls. Twin Flames in union embody a Balanced King and 

Queen of Divine Light. They hold beauty, grace and a mature nature. You will 

live a life of abundant blessings, as the positive aspects of the King and Queen 

Archetypes come alive for you and your Twin Flame! Blessings from the Queen 

of Hearts. Thy Kingdom come, and the altar is prepared for you two! 
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The Key to Union, Divine Union Within 

I am wide awake, 4 am. Full moon energy. 

Thoughts of conversations with you, that have not happened yet, 

mingle in my mind. 

Perhaps with my higher self in dream-state, 

they already have, in this dance between dimensions that intrigues me so. 

Pillows soaked in tears, the drops of my ego's death. 

My own higher self asked for this full purging of my darkness, 

and my own angelic self above, she asked me with loving nudges, 

to begin the purification process for Twin Flame Reunion, 

a Love Union of spiritual maturity and spiritual mastery, 

a Love Union of ultimate bliss and deep meaningfulness. 

The Love Re~Union of US. 

This is the life that I promised myself would include Mastery, 

and Ascension through the Twin Flame Journey. 
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Through this Homecoming, I will reunite with you, my Beloved. 

You will be with me in our heavenly inner home of pure original innocence. 

Heavenly Mother and Heavenly Father are intimately nearby, 

and Golden Stardust Castles are in the Sky. 

They are painted in my visions of pearls and pinks, 

and watercolor silk streamers, 

like ribbons in the skies of peace. 

Never limited is my imagination's landscapes, 

dreaming reality into being, step by step, 

and building it with loving care. 

My shadows, I am loving, with large doses of forgiveness, 

and these dark and heavy shadows transform into iridescent angel wings 

that know all shadows, as part of the divine plan. 

Divine Keys and Union Codes fill my activated consciousness. 

It is Divine Intelligence, rooted in our Star Lineage. 

The Key to our reunion, Beloved, 

starts with these inner journeys that caress and enliven my Spirit. 

These dreams and visions of holding you as a part of my very soul. 

They are the ultimate form of self love, a love that knows itself fully, 

and embraces itself ecstatically, 

yet firmly grounded in the physical, as well as in the higher realms. 
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Unconditional 
Love 

Unconditional love for your Twin 

Flame is synonymous with uncondi-

tional love for yourself. You may 

think you have unconditional love 

for your Twin Flame, until they do 

something to mirror back to you that 

you are not really as unconditionally 

loving and forgiving as you thought 

you were. It appears to be your 

Twin that is the problem, but really it 

is all about you, because they re-

flect  back to you your own wounds 

or lack of compassion. 

The subject of divine, unconditional love 

should not be confused with the sixties 

version of free love, that included lots of 

casual sex and promiscuity. When men 

and women do not face their intimacy 

issues, this can and sometimes does, 

move into another version of what is 

trendy. The poly-amorous trend is not 

true unconditional love. It is time for all 

of humanity to grow up, in regards to 

sacred relationships. Twin Flames are 

here to anchor the concept of uncondi-

tional love onto the planet without ne-

gating the need for committed relation-

ship, which includes deep intimacy and 

honesty. Healthy relationships are the 

goal, and maybe monogamy. It is not 

for everyone, but for Twin Flames mo-

nogamy provides the ultimate fulfillment. 

This is my opinion, based on being a 

Twin Flame myself. 

What if my Twin Flame does not choose 

me in this lifetime? The most divided 

opinion amongst the Twin Flame Com-

munity is the subject of whether or not 

we have more than one Twin Flame 

partner in the physical. I truly believe 

that you should never go looking for a 

different Twin Flame partner when it 

does not appear that things are working 

out.  The  Twin Flame embodied person  
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that Spirit has brought to you is a gift from God. But what if years have passed, 

or decades maybe, and no relationship has developed in the physical? What if 

your Twin Flame wasn ’ t  able to embody his Higher Soul-Self,  and the unre-

solved blocks to a Divine Union partnership still remain after many years? This 

could be due to a karmic partner relationship that he/she is still in. When do you 

know it is time to fully let go of hope? I would trust Archangel Michael and ask 

him to cut the connection if it is no longer in your highest good to hold on. I 

would trust Archangel Michael and your Twin Flame guides to be the judge of 

that. 

This is the one topic that plagues me the most. I want to believe that I love my 

Twin enough to fully let him go with unconditional love. But, I don ’ t intuitively 

feel that the day has come for me to give up on my hope for our union. He is 

single, younger than myself and a celebrity, but beyond knowing all that, I also 

feel that he will be ready for me in divine timing. However, he has freewill and I 

cannot truly know that he will choose me, when he does decide to commit to a 

long-term relationship. I know that the inner work to heal myself was greatly 

accelerated by my hope to be this man ’ s life partner. He is my true Twin 

Flame and we were destined to become a couple in this life; this I do know. But 

with freewill being supreme in this human experience, he still may choose 

someone else. What if on a future day, I am faced with the fact that he chooses 

someone else to marry or commit to? This is how I feel about that from a ma-

ture standpoint; if you truly love someone unconditionally, then you must set 

them free! The Universe will bring you another Divine Compliment, if it is appro-

priate for your journey. I deserve my current Twin Flame, the one I am so much 

in love with, but if the Universe has to bring me a new Twin Flame in a different 

physical embodiment, due to his choice, I must trust that it will be OK! I will 

bless my current Twin Flame with unconditional love, no matter what happens! 

This is not easy for me to contemplate, but I know the Universe has never let 

me down and I am so unconditionally loved. I also know from experience that 

when I was supposed to fully let go of my Catalyst Twin Flame, the Universe 

showed me my true Twin Flame in a dream. Life brings good change. 
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How to Use  
The Twin Flame 
Mastery Oracle 

This is an oracle deck, but it is not 

an oracle deck in the sense that it is 

not designed to give you answers in 

a literal fashion. It is designed for 

you to pick one card from the 38 

main cards of the deck, per week or 

one card per month to meditate and 

contemplate upon. Before you pick 

your card, separate out the 4 clari-

fier cards from the deck. Choose 

your card and then place your cho-

sen card, for the week or month, on 

the real silk altar cloth. Please Note: 

The altar cloth is not included if the 

deck and book were purchased 

separately. Place crystals, candles 

and flowers on your altar if you like. 

Each card in this deck has a pro-

found message for you. Remember 

to ground yourself and meditate 

before picking your card. After you 

pick your weekly or monthly card, 

pick a Clarifier Card to further clarify 

the message for you that relates to 

the card you chose. The Clarifier 

Cards are the 4 cards shown on  

page 99, ( the next page ) .  

If you like, use a pendulum by placing 

the pendulum over all 4 Clarifier Cards 

and then pick the one your pendulum 

says yes to.  The Clarifier Card mean-

ings for the 38 main cards are listed on 

pages 100 to 113. Contemplate the 

meaning of the messages and place 

your chosen cards on your altar. Re-

member, the whole purpose of this 

oracle deck is to place an emphasis on 

WISDOM! The Twin Flame path is 

about growing spiritually and commit-

ment to the ascension process. It re-

quires so much patience! This leads to 

your Twin Flame relationship blossom-

ing in magical ways. YouTube, Twin 

Flame Tarot Card readings tend to 

falsely indicate that your journey is 

going to shift rapidly every week. Usu-

ally this is not the case.  
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Healing Clarifier Card represents water and healing 

through Mother Gaia. It represents the healing of Mind, 

Body and Spirit, soul retrieval, and trauma release. Peace 

will prevail. Suggestions of healing techniques are given 

through this card. 

 

Music & Films Clarifier Card represents the richness of 

sound healing frequencies to soothe and coax the emo-

tional body to process through heavy emotions. Feelings 

of Divine Love can and will emerge once we purge out the 

heavy and dense emotions. This card offers suggestions 

in music, movies or videos. They are my favorites, and 

they helped me process my emotions. 

 

Star Lineage Clarifier Card represents the exploration of 

your Divine roots amongst the Stars, the Stellar Nations*, 

your earthly ancestry and celestial archetypes. It repre-

sents the Universe Card and the Star Card from the Tradi-

tional Tarot Deck. We came from the Stars! 

 

Mastery Clarifier Card represents the joys and rewards of 

self-mastery, which includes reunion with your Beloved 

Twin Flame and ascension victory! This card is analogous 

to The World Card from the Traditional Tarot Deck. This 

card indicates that forward motion is happening in regards 

to mastering the subject matter of the card you pulled 

from the 38 main cards. 

4 Clarifier Cards for the 38 Main Cards 
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Messages of Clarifier Cards for All 38 Cards 

 

Card 1: Absolute Devotion to the Twin Flame Journey, Page  20 

Healing: The Twin Flame Guides* offer you encouragement and assistance on 

the Twin Flame Path. Twin Flame devotion as exemplified by Radha ’ s Love 

for Krishna. Learn about devotion and heal your issues around commitment. 

Music & Films: Kirtan Music: Snatam Kaur Chattr Chakkr Vartee, by Santam 

Kaur & the movie, The Adjustment Bureau, starring Matt Damon & Emily Blunt 

Star Lineage: Spiritual Lineage of Ananda, do you feel a resonance? 

Mastery: You have a devotional nature and unwavering Faith in the Divine. 

 

Card 2: Ancestral Karma Clearing  22 

Healing: Family members may be unconsciously projecting their agendas upon 

you. You have family members that have recently triggered you. Stay strong in 

your power and conviction to stay on your own spiritual path. Family members 

who don ’ t fully understand you, wish to manipulate for their own purposes. 

Beware of entrapment. Connect to other Lightworkers and spiritual family. 

Music & Films: The  movie ‘ Like Water for Chocolate ’  tells a tale of a woman 

who is very blessed by the magical grandmothers and great grandmothers of 

her ancestral line, through the talents she inherited. She also has a dark and 

suppressive mother who seeks to control her through guilt and shame. The 

mother does this through imposing her way of life upon her daughter, justified 

by following ancestral traditions. This movie beautifully portrays ancestral 

karma clearing. Song: Dream of the Archer, by Heart. 

Star Lineage:  Spiritually connect to your ancestors now. There is a loved one 

who has passed on, wishing to communicate with you, or a beautiful being in 

another realm of existence wants to establish a connection with you. 

Mastery:  Clearing karma from your ancestral lineage can be very taxing on 

your body, mind and soul. Congratulate yourself for purging and transmuting 

the karma baggage that was held in your DNA !  This was no small feat! 
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Card 3: Angelic Origins, Page 24 

Healing: Heal your sadness around not wanting to be here on the planet. You 

are here for a great purpose and joint mission with your Twin Flame. Seek out 

soul family. I would recommend contacting the Seraphim Angelic Healer, Kim-

berly Dawn at www.archangelsbless.com.  Also see YouTube: David Sereda, 

The Lost Music Scale of the Pyramids - Sound Frequency Healing. 

 

Music & Films: Suggested music, Estas Tonne, The March of Angels  

Star Lineage: Read Stellar Nation of The Angels, a chapter within the book 

Stellar Nations. *See recommendations page. You resonate with the 144,000 

soul monad group. 

Mastery: Information of your angelic roots feels fantastic and like a victory in 

finding your celestial home. Your angelic presence is strong and bright. You are 

an angelic healer. 

 

Card 4 Archangel Chamuel, Page  26 

Healing: Focus on healing your heart. Have the courage to open to love again. 

Music & Films: Suggested movie, ‘ City of Angels' starring Meg Ryan and 

Nicolas Cage 

Star Lineage: Connect to Archangel Haniel, Archangel Jophiel, Archangel Cha-

muel, and the Seraphim Angels.  

Mastery: The Star Card of the traditional Tarot, love shines upon you! 

 

Card 5:  Auspicious Angelic Mission, Page 28 

Healing: Hone your unique divine talents. Perhaps training or college is needed 

for you now to further develop your gifts. Connect to your divine purpose. 

Music & Films: Suggested movie, ‘ Beyond Borders ’ , starring Angelina Jolie 

and Clive Owen 

Star Lineage: Pegasus Messengers,  see Steller Nation of the Pegasus*. 

Mastery: Feel into the unity created by spiritual organizations and societies, and 

humanitarian endeavors. These are represented by Archangel Sandalphon.  
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Card 6: Balance, Temperance, Page 30 

Healing: The spiritual practice of yoga and meditation brings balance and 

strength of character. You may have picked this clarifier card because you have 

been focusing too much on physically reuniting with your Twin. This is a distrac-

tion. Only the inner work is going to get you where you want to be. Inner union 

leads to outer union. Be mindful to temper bipolar emotions. 

Music & Films: Suggested movie, ‘ W ild ’ ,  starring Reese Witherspoon. 

Star Lineage: Libra Constellation, the Violet Flame of Saint Germaine. 

Mastery: Archangel Zadkiel assists you in mastering temperance and balance. 

You are doing well mastering the sacred feminine/masculine balance within. 

 

Card 7: Birth, Love Child, Page 32 

Healing: Preparing for parenting involves healing old issues with your own par-

ents and the way you were raised. Look into this, deep inside yourself. 

Music & Films: Suggested movie, ‘ A ugust Rush ’ , starring Keri Russell, Jona-

than Rhys Meyers and Robin Williams   

Star Lineage: The Pleiades and Sirius Constellations. 

Mastery: One of the gifts that you bring to the planet involves having children 

with your Twin Flame. These babies of tomorrow ’ s crystalline Light cities have 

a strong connection with the celestial dolphins and whales. Tune into the heal-

ing frequencies 528, and 432. 

 

Card 8: Catalyst Twin Flame, Page  34 

Healing: Break karma contracts with karmic partners. Know that the pursuit of 

your current love interest is leading you to find the greater love within yourself. 

If you are purging heavy emotions, this is a good thing. 

Music & Films: Suggested movie, ‘ Message in a Bottle ’ ,  starring Robin 

Wright Penn and Kevin Costner.  

Star Lineage:  Saturn Constellation 

Mastery: Deep growth through tough love and ego dissolution is soon to be 

complete. Lessons learned, the time is now to fully let go of Karmic partners. 
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Card 9: Christ & Magdalene's Divine Union , Page 36 

Healing: Explore your connection to Mary Magdalene and the Christ family. A 

South of France spiritual pilgrimage may be calling you. 

Music & Films: The DaVinci Code, book and movie by Dan Brown. The Magda-

len Manuscript by Tom Kenyon and Judi Sion. 

Star Lineage: Read the chapter called Stellar Nation of the Bears, within the 

book Stellar Nations. 

Mastery: Your connection to being a divine feminine, Sisterhood of the Rose 

healer links back to past lives. Do you resonate with exploring your roots to 

Celtic, Irish, Jewish, or European Gypsy cultures and their spirituality? Also, 

research the magical work of David Sereda at www.davidsereda.net. 

 

Card 10: Compassion & Forgiveness, Page  38 

Healing: Deep shadow work awaits you. Learning to forgive will set you free. 

Create alchemical outcomes from releasing jealousy, sadness and anger. Move 

into states of grace through pursuing inner peace and harmony. 

Music & Films: Suggested song by Sinead O Connor, Sacrifice 

Star Lineage: Scorpio Star Constellation 

Mastery: Forgiveness has always come natural for you, but your current situa-

tion is requiring an extra dose of forgiveness and compassion. You can be 

LOVE, and your way of being will be greatly rewarded. 

 

Card 11: Connecting to Your Twin Flame's Higher Self , Page 40 

Healing:  Reach deeper states of consciousness through meditation and faith in 

the Divine. Trust that your Twin ’ s Higher Self is wanting to communicate with 

you. Your recent dreams suggest this strongly. 

Music & Films: Suggested movie, ‘ G host ’ ,  starring Patrick Swayze and Demi 

Moore. Although this movie does have some violence, it relays the feeling of 

connecting to the Beloved ’ s energy in the un-embodied state. 

Star Lineage:  Pisces Constellation 

Mastery: You have developed keen intuition with Twin Flame Telepathy, and 

you are clearly receiving higher dimensional communication from your Twin.  
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Card 12: Divine Flow, Page 42 

Healing: Turn on the flow of the Divine and exit the mental prison. Forms of art, 

yoga or dance can help with this. Break routines. 

Music & Films: Suggested song, Estas Tonne, Mother of Souls, Make Space 

Star Lineage:  Pisces Energy, the Pisces Constellation 

Mastery: Celebrate flowing energy. Your Divine Masculine is finding creative 

solutions on how to pursue a relationship with you, and after much slow prepa-

ration he has an offer or proposal for you. Surrender to his flow, because he 

may not be ready to physically express this to you. 

 

Card 13: Dreams, Page 44 

Healing:  Heal and explore your divine union in dream state. Nightmares can be 

a way for your subconscious mind to heal you; do not fear them. Sex dreams 

that have a dark connotation can mean that you are not protected in your 

dream state from lower astral entities, so guard your dream space by asking 

Archangel Michael to protect your dream space before going to sleep.  

Music & Films: Music, Estas Tonne, Internal Flight 

Star Lineage: The Higher octave of the fourth dimensional realm is calling you. 

Mastery: Access information about your union with your Beloved through your 

dreams. The magic of your day dreams and night dreams comes alive!  Make a 

vision board! 

 

Card 14: Ecstatic Bliss, Page 46 

Healing:  The theme of sacrifice for the well being of others is portrayed in the 

movie ‘ Becoming Jane ’  starring Anne Hathaway. Heal past life issues of 

sacrifices, that prevented you and your Twin ’ s union in the past. 

Music & Films: Music, Estas Tonne and Hanna Jahanforooz , Como Un Cristal 

Star Lineage: Christos & Sophia, Stellar Nation of The Bears* ( see recom-

mendations )  

Mastery:  Ascended Lady Master Mary Magdalene assists Twin Flames through 

the Twin Flame  coach  Beti Kotevski . Commit  to healing  on all levels  for your 

Twin Flame union. See www.betikotevski.com 
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Card 15: Emotional Intensity,  Page 48 

Healing: Don ’ t let your emotions control you. Purge emotional chaos and confu-

sion. Seek to understand your emotions through self observation and self honesty. 

Do not lash out at your Twin Flame; the instant karma will hurt. 

Music & Films: Suggested song, I Grieve, by Peter Gabriel and ‘ City of Angels ’   

movie starring Meg Ryan and Nicolas Cage 

Star Lineage:  Sirius Constellation 

Mastery: Connect to the energy of the Sun Card from the traditional Tarot. Your 

brilliant fire has burned through the dross of  sadness, anger and outbursts. The 

Sun Shines! Illumination beacons a new day! 

 

Card 16: Energy of the Masculine Collective , Page 50 

Healing:  The Divine Masculine Collective is awakening in baby steps. They heal 

with your wisdom and patience. Hold space for your Masculine Twin, without plac-

ing deadline or projecting frustrations. 

Music & Films: Suggested song, The man with the child in his eyes, Kate Bush. 

Suggested Movie, Sweet November, starring Keanu Reeves and Charlize Theron 

Star Lineage: Your Masculine is clearing ancestral karma and PTSD from warrior 

lifetimes on earth and before earth, amongst the stars. You two are both of a ce-

lestial dragon energy. 

Mastery: Receive guidance from Archangel Raziel. Divine Masculine Victory, and 

Magical Manifestation blesses your union! 

 

Card 17: Etheric Body Merge, Into the One Heart, Page  52 

Healing: It is time to experience the bliss you so much deserve! It is your divine 

birthright. Connect to your Twin Flame in meditation. 

Music & Films: Suggested Videos, For the Heart is an Organ of Fire - 39 Movie 

moments, YouTube Channel, Angela Smith 

& Twin Flame Heart Connection Meditation, YouTube Channel, Gabsyl 1111 

Star Lineage: Connect to the Venusians, The Hathors & Aphrodite 

Mastery:  The Healer Archangel Raphael blesses the star-crossed lovers. 
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Card 18: Eye Gazing, Windows of the Soul, Page  54 

Healing: The Divine Masculine takes off his mask, not by your demands, but 

through your gentle persuasion.  He may have avoided looking into your eyes 

recently, because the honestly was too much. 

Music & Films: Suggested song, Peter Gabriel, In Your Eyes. “ W ithout a 

noise, without my pride, I reach out from the inside. ”  

Star Lineage: Constellation Scorpio, the Scorpio energy is secretive, yet deep 

as the sea, spiritually. 

Mastery: Awakening with Archangel Gabriel, The Beloveds see into each other! 

Connect to the Two of Cups card from the traditional Tarot. Draw  into your 

Beloved ’ s energy through their eyes. Open up to true authentic, sacred rela-

tionship. Contact your Twin Flame; it is time. 

 

Card 19: Healing The Womb Space, Page  56 

Healing: A womb healing workshop is calling you and perhaps sexual trauma 

healing. Take good care of your yoni and don ’ t engage in casual sex. 

Music & Films: Estas Tonne, Zola Dubnikova, The Return to the Inner Temple 

Star Lineage: Connect to the Womb Stargate, Stellar Nation of the Serpent ‘ s 

Female Line*, Mother Gaia, or the Cancer constellation. 

Mastery: Your Sacred Feminine essence is healed and you embody Sophia 

Wisdom. A suggested video for you is on Andrew Bartzis, YouTube Channel, 

and it is called ‘ Divine Feminine - Womb Stargate Connection to the 13 Great 

Grandmothers of Earth. ’  

 

Card 20: Heart Chakra Activation , Page 58 

Healing: Issues of pride, ego and fear are blocking your heart from opening. 

Surrender through trust. You may be recognizing a person as your Twin Flame 

for the first time, through a heart activation. 

Music & Films: Suggestion: 528Hz, Heart Chakra Healing Meditation, Miracle 

Tone, Positive Love Frequency, on the YouTube Channel, Healing Meditation 

Star Lineage: Connect to the Celestial Dolphins and Whales  

Mastery: Your high heart chakra activated. Tune into more healing frequencies: 
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See this video on YouTube Channel: David Sereda, The Lost Music Scale of 

the Pyramids - Sound Frequency Healing. 

 

Card 21:  I Am Sovereign, Page 60 

Healing:  You are healing from feeling abandoned by your Twin Flame and The 

Universe. This is a process of gaining empowerment and living from sover-

eignty, disguised as a full break-up with your Twin Flame. This separation proc-

ess will be healing to your union, not dissolving it. You will see this in time. 

Music & Films:  The song by U2, ONE. 

Star Lineage:  Enjoy feeling the energy of the great sacred Mount Shasta, of 

Northern California, USA. Visit this divine mountain on a clear starry night! 

Mastery:  You have fully disconnected from expectations from your Twin Flame 

and this has propelled you into a state of unconditional love for him/her. This is 

a huge breakthrough for you that has taken years to master. 

 

Card 22: Igniting Creativity, Page  62 

Healing: Explore your creative drive fully. Your Twin Flame ’ s talents and abili-

ties are meant to compliment your own, for your joint mission.  

Music & Films: The Arts are part of your mission with your Twin Flame. You 

might enjoy watching the movie called ‘ High Strung ’  starring Keenan Kampa 

and Nicholas Galitzine.   

Star Lineage: Connect to the Celestial Dragons, your Gypsy Lineage, and your 

Seraphim Angels connection. 

Mastery: You relate to the term, King of Fire, and a Golden Dragon of Delight is 

fast moving in flight; he is a charismatic charmer, who opens your Inner Light, a 

dancer ’ s delight.  

Live your creative drive more fully now. You have mastered some incredible 

skills in either writing, painting, music or dance. Open more fully to the flow of 

divine creativity and create a new masterpiece! 
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Card 23: Kundalini Rising, Yab Yum, Page  64 

Healing: Perhaps sexual trauma release should be your focus now. If you have 

had pain come up regarding a Kundalini activation, seek wise counsel with this.  

Music & Films: Suggested song, by Peruquois, Divine Lover of Woman 

Star Lineage:  Connect to the Shiva Shakti energy. 

Mastery: Sexual-Spiritual merge of all Bodies, Physical, Mental and Etheric, 

with your Twin Flame; this may be happening in the physical or the spiritual 

realms. Get the book called ‘ The Magdalen Manuscript, Sex magic of Isis ’ ,  

by Tom Kenyon and Judi Sion. 

 

Card 24: Loving Yourself as The Beloved, Page  66 

Healing: You may be clinging to a person, who is not really your Twin Flame. It 

is time to get help through a Twin Flame Union Facilitator to clarify why things 

are not shifting out of a needy energy. Embrace independence and alone time. 

Music & Films: Suggested song, Sylvan Song-Dream of the Archer, by Heart 

Star Lineage: You have Sagittarius Energy, of the Sagittarius Constellation 

Ophiuchus ( Ruled by Chiron, the wounded healer ) . Connect to the Fairy 

Realms and walk under the stars at night. 

Mastery: Connect to the Hermit Card of the traditional Tarot. Sovereignty and 

Self Love are great gifts you possess. Swim with the dolphins. 

 

Card 25: Masculine Devotion, Page 68 

Healing: Your Divine Masculine should commune in nature and have a vision 

quest to help him connect to his inner feminine energy. Or this message could 

be for the female embodied person to connect to their feminine energy.  

Music & Films: The perfect music and movie for this card is ‘ T he Founda-

tion ’ , starring Hugh Jackman and Rachel Weisz.  

Star Lineage: Connect to the Stellar Nation of The Bears* 

Mastery: Your Twin is a Sacred Masculine King, who is generous, professional, 

responsible, loyal, and successful. He is an earthy man, and he loves the God-

dess with all his heart. He is very devoted to you, more than he may show! 
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Card 26: Mirror Principle, Page 70 

Healing: Three things to know about the Mirror Principle of Twin Flames: 

1 )  It is not just them, it ’ s you; they are reflecting your inner shadows back to you. 

2 )  You cannot outrun the mirror, it is there for your highest good, to help you jour-

ney back to unconditional love. 

3 )  The more you focus on differences, the more separation you will experience. 

Blame and judgment creates distance. 

Music & Films:  Movie: 500 days of Summer, starring Zooey Deschanel and Joseph 

Gordon-Levitt 

Star Lineage: Explore your T.F. connection through the stars in your natal chart. 

Mastery:  You have released judging your Twin Flame through learning about how 

the Mirror Principle works for Twin Flames. They are literally you in another physical 

body. This can be a very intense thing to deal with energetically.  

 

Card 27: Multi-Dimensional Realities, Page  74 

Healing: Set the intention to have your clairvoyant and psychic gifts restored. Third 

eye chakra clearing is important and decalcifying your pineal gland. 

Music & Films: Suggested movie, ‘ T he Time Travel ’ s Wife ’ ,  starring Eric Bana, 

Rachel McAdams 

Star Lineage:  You have a Pleiadian connection. 

Mastery: Your pineal gland is fully activated and you have full-on clairvoyant abili-

ties. Use these gifts to connect to your multi-dimensional selves. 

 

Card 28: Oneness of Soul, Page  76 

Healing:  The original split of you and your Twin Flame created a deep wound of 

separation. This wound is healing with your diligent effort. Remember that this 

wound exists for your Twin as well.  

Music & Films: Song, The first time ever I saw your face, by Roberta Flack.  

Star Lineage: You connect to the Stellar Nation of the Unicorns* 

Mastery: The Divine Birthright of being One, once again with your Twin Flame is 

coming soon!  Original Innocence! You are back in the Garden of Eden! 
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Card 29: Patience & Preparation, Page  78 

Healing: Take good care to all your bodies - spiritual, etheric and physical. Sug-

gestions are hydrotherapy, yoga, de-toxing, fasting, sauna baths, colonics, 

exercise, healthy organic diet and sound healing. Shift out of the obsessive 

energy of waiting for your Twin. Physical reunion with your Beloved can take 

years of preparing because your body is going through a metamorphosis to 

anchor in higher frequencies. Focus on emotional inner child healing for aban-

donment issues. 

Music & Films: Suggested for you, YouTube: Beloved Union Preparation/

Integration: Tantric Practice & Life Force Yoga, by YouTube Channel, Ascen-

sion Pioneers 

Star Lineage: Connect to the energies of Venus, Aphrodite, Mary Magdalene, 

and Goddess Isis. 

Mastery: A High Priestess and a Divine Diva you are becoming! 

 

Card 30: Physical Reunion, Page 80 

Healing: Heal all remaining issues around feeling not good enough for your 

Twin. Your physical body is beautiful just the way it is. Purge fears that come 

up for you, while in the presence of your Twin. Just like stage fright, the fear will 

pass. If you picked this card, your physical union is so near! Falling in love 

brings healing. 

Music & Films: Suggested music, Marvin Laird, Clay Ruede, My Funny Valen-

tine   

Star Lineage:  Connect to the Stellar Nations on the Unicorns* 

Mastery: Connect to the Lovers Card, and Two of Cups Card, from the tradi-

tional Tarot. A marriage proposal is on your Twin ’ s mind.  
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Card 31: Safe Container, Page 82 

Healing: You are taking things too personally, regarding other people ’ s opin-

ions. Stand in your power and knowing. Perhaps your controlling family affected 

your relationship choices in this life, or in a past life, and this disempowerment 

has created a karmic effect on your energy that needs to be healed and 

cleared. 

Music & Films: Suggested movie, ‘ The Notebook ’ , starring  Ryan Gosling 

and Rachel McAdams. 

Star Lineage: Connect to the fairy realms and elemental realms of Gaia. 

Mastery: Your life is guided by sovereignty and the freedom to make your own 

choices. Having healthy boundaries is working for you. 

 

Card 32: Sexual Intimacy, Page 84 

Healing: Be playful, sexually and sensually. Sexual healing should be explored. 

Music & Films: Your Twin may be feeling the song by Dave Matthews Band, 

called Crash into Me. Romance fills his thoughts. 

Star Lineage: You have a Pleiadian connection. 

Mastery: Connect to The Chariot Card from the Traditional Tarot. You have 

been experiencing a Kundalini rising and your passionate Twin wants to flirt 

with you. 

 

Card 33: Shadow Integration, Page 86 

Healing: Deep issues around guilt and shame need to be cleared and healed. 

Like Tower Card from the traditional Tarot, Tower moments are forcing you to 

look into shadow integration. Recommended: www.archangelsbless.com, The 

Seraphim Healing Angels through Kimberly Dawn 

Music & Films: Suggested movie, ‘ W hat Dreams May Come ’ , starring Robin 

Williams and Annabella Sciorra  

Star Lineage:  Connect to the Stellar Nation of the Bears* 

Mastery: You have integrated your shadow side through much dedicated effort. 

Post the Yin-Yang Symbol of unification to remind yourself of your achieve-

ment. Celebrate your mastery! 
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Card 34: Signs & Angel Numbers, Page 88 

Healing: Heal all doubt around your union. The signs and synchronicities are 

the Universe ’ s way of showing you that you are on the right path. 

Music & Films: Suggested song, Synchronicity 1, by The Police 

Star Lineage: You are of the Original Angelic 144,000 Twin Flames 

Mastery: Divine flow feels so good. You see the Angel numbers 144 and 11~11 

all the time! These numbers are activating you on your divine path. 

 

Card 35: Stellar Unicorn, Page 90 

Healing :  Your union with your Twin Flame may be under psychic  attack ; fear 
not. The innocence  of Twin Flames  in Divine  Union  is so sacred , and yet we 
left  the Garden  of Eden  so long  ago . Soul  retrieval  and  past  life  regression 
work can help now. The more deep spiritual work you do for you and your Twin 
Flame, the more the agendas of dark forces will fail. Twin Flames innately feel 
that their divine union with their Twin Flame is so auspicious; it is, but only from 
a service  to others  perspective . Purging  any type of selfishness  around  your 
union will help because  sustainable  Twin Flame Unions  are intended  to heal 
the planet, by God's grand design.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Music & Films:  Read the chapter called Stellar Nation of The Unicorns, within 

the book Stellar Nations. See recommendations page. 

 

Star Lineage: You may want to connect to your inner child with activities that 

put you in a state of bliss and childlike joy. A creative outlet may work for you to 

do this. Or you may feel drawn to sleeping under the stars in the woods, on a 

warm summer night. Or you may be drawn to connect with horses.

 

Mastery:  Deceptive or narcissistic people without good intentions used to throw 

you off. You have spent your whole life mastering lessons of self-empowerment 

and discernment. Congratulate yourself. You now stand tall in your sovereignty 

and freedom. Your spiritual work is paying off!
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Card 36: Sun King & Queen, Page 92 

Healing: The four main archetypes that we heal from within are the Warrior, King/

Queen, Magician and Lover Archetypes. Heal your psyche of emotional debris 

through polarity integration and shadow work. 

Music & Films:  Movies: The Lord of the Rings Trilogy. 

Music: Peruquois, Divine Lover of Woman. 

Star Lineage:  You come from Fairy Realms of Crystal Cities. 

Mastery:  You have the ability to be a great King or Queen and you have been so 

in another lifetime. 

 

Card 37: The Key to Union, Divine Union Within, Page 94 

Healing: Embrace the romance of falling in love with yourself. 

Music & Films:  Song by Whitney Houston, Greatest Love of All 

Star Lineage: You resonate with Aquarius Energy, and the Aquarian Constella-

tion 

Mastery:  You resonate strongly with Self-realization, Self-Love, Self-Mastery, 

and The Hermit Card of the traditional Tarot. 

 

Card 38: Unconditional Love, Page 96 

Healing: You may have picked this clarifier card because your full healing will 

come from a complete letting go of your Twin Flame. Your heart will be freed, but 

only after you fully let go. Trust that in letting go, the Twin Flame Guides will 

bring you another physical embodiment of a partner that will love you, honor you 

and match your vibrational frequency. Your path is still blessed. 

Music & Films: Suggested  song, Nights in White Satin, by The Moody Blues 

Suggested Movie: ‘ Always ’ ,  starring Richard Dreyfuss and Holly Hunter.   

Star Lineage: Connect to the Beings of Venus, Sanat Kumara & Lady Venus 

Mastery: You resonate with the energy of Buddhic Consciousness, the Goddess 

Quan Yin, Jesus Christ, Mother Mary and Mary Magdalene. You have made 

tremendous progress in letting go of unnecessary attachment toward your Twin 

Flame. He will be contacting you in due time. Keep loving him unconditionally. 
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Recommendations & Links 
Twin Flame Healers & Psychic Readers Online: 

Beti Kotevski: www.betikotevski.com, YouTube, Twin Light Tarot

Lillian Letic: Facebook Page, Double You -

 

Twin Flame Toolbox

 

Kristen Alexander: YouTube, Awakened Vibes

 

Keleena Malnar: YouTube, Keleena Malnar

 

Carolyn Kundalini: YouTube, Carolyn Kundalini

 

Elizabeth Grove: YouTube, The Paranormal Priestess

 

Sylvia Escalante: YouTube, Enchanted World of Twin Flames

 

Kimberly Alleyna:

 

YouTube, Spiritual Material Girl

 

Patricia McNeilly: YouTube, Twin Flames Merge, Patricia McNeilly

 

YouTube: Created by Indigo, Twin Flame guided attunements and meditations.

 

 

 

Lisa

 

Renee:

 

You

 

Tube,

 

Energetic

 

Synthesis,

 

12D

 

Shield

 

Building

 

Technique

 

Kimberly

 

Dawn:

 

Healing

 

Crystal

 

Lights,

 

with

 

the

 

Seraphim

 

and

 

Archangels

 

Healing

 

Team,

 

www.archangelsbless.com

  

 

 

 

Andrew

 

Bartzis:

 

Contract

 

Revocation

 

for

 

the

 

Divine

 

Feminine,

 

and

 

Contract

 

Revocation

 

for

 

the

 

Sacred

 

Masculine,

 

www.andrewbartzis.com/ insights/

 

Truthers & Healers:

    

FleurBrun:

 

YouTube,

 

FleurBrun

Josephine Celeste: http://www.josephineceleste.com.au/

Lana: YouTube, Lana -Healer/Medicine Woman: https://www.ek-ong-kar.com/
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Music: 

YouTube: Heaven on Earth Sacred Music, Craig Pruess 

The master guitarist, Estas Tonne: www.EstasTonne.com 

 

 

 

Books:

 Stellar Nations, by Dr. Beatrix Czeizel and Anikó Greskó 

 Books available at www.stellarnations.com and www.Amazon.com

 by Samael Aun Amazon review of Stellar Nations:

 This book is not comparable to another book. We are so lucky that we were 

born in a time when this teaching can be revealed again. This book is guiding 

us on how we can meet the wonderful stellar being inside us, who we really 

are. It shows us our stellar roots on the physical level, and on the level of our 

souls. It opened a completely new world for me. I can see my life, the life on the 

Earth and in our Milky Way Galaxy in completely new dimensions. It is teaching 

me how I can better love myself, people around me and our beautiful Mother 

Earth. I have experienced many healings through recognizing my stellar history 

by analyzing my Antares Code and reading this book. I can better understand 

the purpose of happenings and repeating patterns in my life, so I can work on 

them day by day to heal them. I recommend ‘ Stellar Nations ’  to everybody.

 I Remember Union, by Flo Calhoun

 The Magdalen Manuscript, by Tom Kenyon Judi Sion

 Bring Him Home, A Twin Flame Love Story, by Miguel Dean

 

 Twin Flame Art & Support on the Twin Flame Journey:

 www.SherandaSilks.com

 Sheranda Ann Kumara, www.sherandasilks.com. Within my art website you will 

find assistant on the Twin Flame journey. Click on the tabs titled, Twin Flames 

and blog. I will be posting several updates there as my journey progresses.

 

The Perfect Matrimony by Samael Aun Weor
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Other Items from www.SherandaSilks.com 

The MagdaLion Oracle 

 

Open your heart and soul to these powerful 

MagdaLion messages that focus on the cour-

age to be your full divine self. Mary Magdalene 

shares much wisdom in the topics 

of Empowerment, Self Love, and Ascension 

through the Twin Flame Path. These words of 

wisdom are contained in a 128 page guide-

book. The MagdaLion Oracle, 2nd Edition 

comes with 48 card deck, 128 page guidebook, 

a 100% silk oracle deck bag, and a gold box.  

This full-color paperback book con-

tains my 22 year collection of transfor-

mational silk paintings. Being a fine 

artist has taught me much about truth, 

beauty and integrity. My spiritual jour-

ney through art has shown me how to 

love others and myself unconditionally. 

We are the Dreamweavers, The Lov-

ers, The Healers, and The Wayshow-

ers, in this world that longs for healing. 

We all feel the imminent coming of a 

complete world transformation. Some 

wait, some wonder, but have you yet 

to consider co-creating the outcome of 

our collective future, in this collective 

dream?   

Dreaming Reality 
Sacred Art & Stories of Divine Union 

by Sheranda Ann Kumara 
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A Divine Masculine Twin Flame Shares His Feelings 

“ I  have been non stop in tears the last 3 days, because I finally found my 

Twin. I've been on this journey for 7 years and many times I doubted it was 

really real. Well, my twin has appeared. She's a member of my gym. She's 

approximately 20 years younger then me. I have had so many synchronicities 

to confirm she is really my Twin. Twice I asked while driving and both times a 

car immediately drove by me with 11,11 on the license plate. For several weeks 

she has been trying to get my attention. She's constantly positioning herself 

near me and staring at me, giving me the queues to approach her. She is mak-

ing it so easy for me and I still have not done it. Why haven't I approached her? 

Her energy is overwhelming. It's hard to even look at her without my heart do-

ing flip flops. I get lost in my head and words do not form. I have made attempts 

to approach her during the times she came right next to me to workout and I 

froze up and couldn't do it. This is so very frustrating. She is trying harder and 

harder and 2 Fridays ago she came to the gym with her hair down and a new 

blue outfit on. She never had her hair down at the gym and I know she did it to 

try and get me to approach, her but honestly that made it harder, because her 

physical beauty combined with her energy took my breath away. I couldn't han-

dle it and went to leave the gym and she quickly came by the door, so I had no 

choice to look at her, but I ignored her, because of extreme anxiety and left. Me 

ignoring her frustrated her so much, she didn't come to the gym for the last 2 

weeks during the times me and her are usually there. In this 2 weeks I really 

reflected on the situation and made the commitment to myself and her to ap-

proach her the next time I saw her. Today all day I called out to her in my soul 

and asked her to come to the gym tonight, so I could introduce myself. I was so 

excited and motivated today. And she must have heard me, because she finally 

came to the gym and know what ... I chocked up again and got too nervous and 

left. She doesn't deserve this and I am so frustrated with myself. I have been 

single 9 years, saving and preparing myself for her and now she is here and I'm 

being such a scared little bitch. 
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Here's what I'm really afraid of... I'm a incredibly deep and passionate man. I 

have no idea, how not to be. This scares the average woman away. They can-

not handle me, because I'm too intense. I don't know how not to express my 

deepest most inner self. I don't wear a mask. I'm as authentic as a person can 

be and it's very clear to her how scared I am. Although I haven't admitted it yet, 

and I do want to, but the anxiety in her presence is so overwhelming. Anyhow, I 

just needed to get this out of me, which is why I am posting it. The whole time 

I'm at the gym running on the treadmill, the heart rate monitor said 111 on it and 

I didn't even have my hands on it. This was the angels confirming to me to go 

for it and I still didn't do it. “  

~ Jeremy Pezzeca, a Divine Masculine Twin Flame 

I thank this brother so much for sharing his experience. I sometimes cannot get 

out of my own head to look at my Twin Flame ’ s perceptive and what he may 

be feeling when around me. I was told that my Twin cannot control the love that 

he feels while near me, because of the intensity of the love. As Jeremy said, 

“ H er energy look my breathe away. ”  Feminine Twin Flames, know that this 

can be just as hard for your Masculine Twin Flame, and the lack of contact or 

communication should not be mistaken for unrequited love. Be compassionate 

and supportive of the Masculine Collective. They will come around. 

 

Thank you for purchasing the Twin Flame Wisdom Oracle! 

Blessings on your Twin Flame Journey! 
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12 Signs 
You Have Just Met Your Twin Flame 
 
1 )  Instant Recognition, Intense Connection 

 

2 )  Sometimes the person is not your type, but the attraction is off the charts. 

 

3 )  Physical features, looks can match, or looks compliment each other. 

 

4 )  The jitters when you are near them. Butterflies in the stomach. 

 

5 )  Intense longing to be with them. Knowing that you are suppose to be together. 

 

6 )  Obstacles to overcome. Examples: age gap, different culture backgrounds, 

      living long distances away from each other, etc. 

 

7 )  Sexual Chemistry, Kundalini Activation 

 

8 )  Emotional release, purging, heart activation, crying, feeling like you found home. 

 

9 )  Unconditional love for someone you don't know yet. 

 

10 )  Synchronicity, and number signs, telepathy. 

 

11 )  Increased psychic abilities. 

 

12 )  Your connection will increase in intensity over time, even in separation. 
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Glossary of Terms  

 

Blue Ray Twin  Flames & Illuminated Twin Flames: 

“ I l lumined Angelic Twin Flames are the Original “ Founder Guardian ”  Be-

ings, and Blue Rays are holders of the Entire Rainbow Spectrum.  Although 

called BLUE RAYS, they hold every color in the Spectrum. Blue Ray's are able 

to hold the Highest Vibration of Source Love in Union. The Blueprint of our Soul 

is to Reunite ourselves in Divine Love & Sacred Union with our One True Be-

loved. This was limited and distorted in a frequency of 3D because Human 

Angelics were not able to hold the 5D Consciousness in this density. In our 

Higher Form, our Angelic Light Body, which we are here to Receive, Open and 

Integrate with our Twin Flame, we are able to conform to any Time, or Dimen-

sion and to LIVE anywhere. We do create and we transmute anything which is 

unusable for union.  All the RAYS originate from Source Through Us. When we 

MERGE & have high level orgasms we are literally making LOVE — the THIRD 

ENERGY. ”                                      ~ quoted from www.TwinFlamesMerge.com 

 

Blue Rays help with communication. Archangel Michael is of the Blue Ray. 

They change systems, they are grid workers and they anchor in Light. 

 

Catalyst Twin Flame 

Your Catalyst Twin Flame is a person whom you will believe is your genuine 

Twin Flame for the purpose of preparing you for the genuine Twin Flame. Not 

all Twin Flames will have this type of experience. Also called False Twin Flame, 

and yet the negative connotation is unnecessary. 

 

Causal Body 

The causal body sets things in motion, it is the manifestor and it causes things 

to happen. It connects between you and your higher self so your higher self 

gets the messages from your human self of what is needed or desired. 
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Christos Sophia  

The Male Christ ( Christos )  and the Female Christ (Sophia ) , as us. Em-

bodying the Christ Conscious Self as a Divine Masculine Embodiment or a 

Divine Feminine Embodiment. 

Collective Divine Feminine  

The collective energy of the female Twin Flames. We all hold both masculine 

and feminine, universal yin and yang energies within us, regardless of gender, 

but the Divine Feminine Collective are holding the feminine energy of the Twin 

Flame pair, and the Divine Masculine Collective are holding the male energy of 

the Twin Flame pair. The male Twin Flame embodiment and female Twin 

Flame embodiment united, are one soul ( expressed as Twin Flames ) . Some-

times the male embodiment might be holding the female essence, and the fe-

male embodiment might be holding the male essence, within their ‘ one soul' 

dynamic.  

Collective Divine Masculine 

The collective energy of the male Twin Flames. 

Etheric Body 

The energy system for the physical body. Sometimes called subtle body. It is 

one of three energy systems, which are etheric, astral and causal.  

Hieros Gamos ( Divine Union )  The Mystical Marriage 

The Hieros Gamos is the Wedded Garment of God, wearing the White Robes 

of the One. Hieros Gamos refers to the Risen Christos-Sophia, as the embodi-

ment of the inner hiero-gamic union between the human being and the di-

vine. Hieros Gamos is the full resurrection of the body to the eternal light 

of Christos, Cosmic Christ Consciousness. In the body ’ s return to energetic 

balance, neutral in the Unity Field or Zero Point, the light-body being is One 

with God, and the Christos body is glorified in its perfection as representative of 

God ’ s eternal light image. ~~~~ quoted from www.ascensionglossary.com  

Natal Chart 

The astrological map of your soul, that provides you with information about your 

destiny, karma and spiritual life lessons. 
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Orange  Ray Twin Flames 

Twin Flames of the Orange Ray are of the Seraphim Angels. Creative musi-

cians and artists are of the orange ray. They are an electric flame. They are 

soft, passionate, gentle, beautiful and of a zealous love. They open people up 

to the universal divine force and change vibrational frequency. Pinks and or-

anges are their colors. They are here to be healers and artists. 

Star Lineage 

Your star lineage refers to your birthplace in the Cosmos. We, as old souls, 

have lived in many galactic spheres and our earth karma we brought with us 

from the celestial realms. These karmic lessons of the soul are completing 

through healing and clearing for our ascension. Beyond traditional astrology, 

also look into the book called, Stellar Nations at www.stellarnations.com, by Dr. 

Beatrix Czeizel and Anikó Greskó, for an in depth look at our spiritual history 

amongst the stars. 

Stellar Nation of The Unicorns: ( s ee www.stellarnations.com )  

Stellar Nation of The Bears  ( see www.stellarnations.com )  

Stellar Nation of the Angels  ( see www.stellarnations.com )  

Stellar Nation of the Serpent ‘ s Female Line ( see www.stellarnations.com )  

 

Team Dark and 12 D  Shield Building Technique 

Go to YouTube Channel, Energetic Synthesis and search for 12D Shield Build-

ing Technique. You can use this daily for protecting your energy field. This will 

help to protect your union and mission with your Twin Flame. As far as the dark 

and sinister forces ( Team Dark)  that are here to sabotage the missions of 

Twin Flames and completely enslave humanity, use your own discernment, but 

also know that studying Team Dark ’ s agendas and tactics can consume you 

and distract you from your spiritual development. False flags and politics are 

huge distractions designed to bring your vibration down. We are vibrational 

beings, and we ought to keep our vibration as high as possible!  
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The number 144  & Gematria 

Gematria is an ancient practice that traces back to the Hebrew and Greek lan-

guages. Numerical codes reveal messages in words. See: 

www.gematrinator.com. 

The message ‘ love over fear ’  translates to the number 144. This is very 

meaningful in my journey, as I see 144 constantly.  Fear is the opposite of love. 

For myself this shows me that my own mastery involves integration of my fears, 

so I can transmute my fear to love. Perhaps the 144 number is showing you 

this as well, and especially if your Twin Flame triggers your fears. 

Twin Flame Guides 

Your Twin Flame Spirit team of help and support, including Ascended Masters 

and Archangels, and many types of angels, including the Seraphim Angels. 

 

www.SherandaSilk.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sheranda does not ship oracle decks internationally due to high shipping costs. 

A better option for international clients 

is to purchase Sheranda ’ s Oracle Decks at:  

https://www.makeplayingcards.com/sell/sacred-feminine-oracle-cards  

& the Oracle Deck Guidebooks at: https://www.amazon.com/dp/1977706053  

  

https://www.makeplayingcards.com/sell/sacred-feminine-oracle-cards
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1977706053
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Your Notes 
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Your Notes 
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Twin Flame Weddings 

by Sheranda 

With great passion I introduce here, Wedding Ceremonies for Twin 

Flame couples in the beautiful Mount Shasta region of California, USA, 

Eastern Europe and France. Your feedback would be greatly appreci-

ated. Please send your comments and inquires via email to Sheranda 

Ann Kumara at sherandasilks@gmail.com. 

www.SherandaSilks.com 

Blessings Beloved Twin Flames! 

 




